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INTRODUCIION

In an important review article published in L987, LuIi
Callinicos, suggests that

"popular history is not new to South Africa.
There is a rich tradition of liberal,
national and radical - poprrlar: historyr, 

L 
ds

well as a vigorous right-wing tradition.

Referring to the writings and teachings of a variety of

intellectuals active in South African liberation and worker

movements during the 2Oth century, Callinicos then provides

some sort of lineage for the "exciting burgeoning of popular

history writings"2 during the late 1970s and 1980s.

Certainly there are important continuities between

earlier popular history productions and those of the 1970s

and 1980s. These would include a broad periodisation and

framework of 20th century African resistance that has

stretched from Roux's Time Longer fhan Rope through to most

subsequent popular and academic histories.3

Yet Callinicos' notion of a "tradition"4 ignores what

is arguably a major discontinuity: the different location of

1 callinicos L, "The People,s Past: Towards Transforming the Present"
in Bozzoli B (ed) , Claas community and confT!.ct l.rohannesburg,
19871, 44

Callinicos, "The Peoplers PaEt,,, 44
I a^n grateful to Martin Legassick for thig obgervation.
There ie, of course, also the question of how and why this
'tradition, is invoked by callinicoE - a point that will be
developed primarily in chapter 3.

2
3

4
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the authors/ producers.s For although many working in the

area of popurarisation were crosely linked to organisationar
and political debates, most tended to be located in
historically white and liberar universities or independent

resource/ research or service structures until at least the

mid-L980s.6 rn contrast, those from the earrier versions

to which Callinicos refers RouxrT Sachs, Jaffe, Taylor
and Forman, €rmong others - wrote primarily from within
political and working class movements; while plaatje, Nzula,

Luthuli and others were located within the dominated classes

as weII as within the popular movements themselves.

The shift noted above is closely associated with the

crushing of opposition in the early 1960s, the rise of the

B1ack consciousness movement and the related distocation of
white intellectuals from the political mainstream. This

dislocation was to some extent alleviated by the growth of

the independent trade union movement in the 1970s in which

This point is recognised by Callinicos herself in a later article.
see callinicos L, "Intellectuals, popular ttistory and worker
Education' in Perepectives in Educatlon, VoI 11r1, 1989, 59-62

The wElt is the rrost important of the university-based groupings;
Learn & Teach and the Colurunity Research and Information Centre
(CRIC) both based in .lohannesburg, the Labour Bistory croup, the
Economic Eistory Research croup, the Education Reeource and
Inforuration Centre (ERIC) aII based in Cape Tolrn, and the
nationally-based south African council for Higher gducation/Labour
Comnittee (SACtsED/IACOuI and Labour Research Conmission are
examples of off-canpus reEource/research structures. rn addition
grouPs such aE the rnternational Labour Research Information croup
(ILRIG) straddled both university and .off-canpus,.

while Iime lronger Than Rope waE written subseguent to Roux,s
departure from the party and whilst an academic at Wits, his
introduction to that book suggeste that hie earlier articles in
Umsebenzi provided the impetus and baeis for it. Roux E, preface

5

5

7
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university-linked interrectuals prayed a central role.8 rt
was this base, in part, which allowed a .space, for a

handfur of intelrectuars to begin praying a resource rore,
developing and providing a range of educationar materiars.
A somewhat neglected but important factor as well were a few

of the literacy groups, who not only generated popular

materials but whose Freireian approach influenced
educationar as well as poriticar thinking during the 1 970s

and 1980s.9 To some extent as weII, approaches to education
and training were beginning to deverop within reft christian
circres whose membership and reach significantry crossed

racial and ideological lines.lo

9

8.

10.

to the Second Edition, Time Longet r.han Rope, lWisconsin, 19G4
editionl, vii

see Bozzoli B, ,.Intellectuals, Audiences and HiEtorieE: south
African Experiencee, 1978-1988, in RadJcal History Revlew, 46/7,
L990, 253; callinicos L, olntellectuals, popular History., 55.
Areo eee Friednan s, auirding Tomorrow Today, (Johannesburg, 1982)
and gaekin J strikLng Back, (JohanneBburg, 1991) for the
development of the independent trade unionE.

Exampres of riteracy groups in cape Town are the vrestern province
Literacy Bureau (who arthough deeply criticar of the 'spontaneigm,
of Freire nonetheless broadly drew on much of hie method in
relation to teaching - Eee Anonymous, "problems of Literacy,,
Atrtcan Frontltne, 3, 1980) and the Adult Literacy project. I am
uncertain to what extent Freire infruenced Johannesburg groups but
more generally groups such as Learn and Teach have, through their
magazine, been at the forefront of popularisation through nuch of
the period. oral histories, life histories as weII as histories of
reeistance have featured prominently in the magazLne, Learn and
Teach.

Exarples of such circles were the christian Institute, the
chrietian Education Leadership rraining (cELT), the Nationar vouth
l,eadership fraining programme (NyLTp) and the Churches Urban
Planning Cosurission (cupc). Although often framed by aspects of
American behavioral psycholo(ry (such ag 'T-groups, and human
relationg trainingl, they also crossed more radical educational
approachee - again specifically rreireian and through spRocAs
connected to intellectuals such as Rick Turner. The experiences
of these groups were later used by intellectuale involved in

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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such interventions were graduarry generalised in the
post-L976 period and are associated with two separate but
rinked processes. rn the first prace, the period coincided
importantry with significant shifts in poritical thinking.
The internar debate around many of the central tenets of
Black consciousness that had begun prior to the banning of
its primary organisations in Lg77 gained momentum and was

accompanied, as well, by the gradual re-assertion of the ANC

and its policies and perspectives.ll The issue of non-

raciarism became an important part of these emerging

discourses. For some it was able poriticarry to articurate
the class/race debate through its demonstration, however

marginal, of brack exproiters/white arlies. For others,
despite its different meanings and forms, non-raciarism was

arso abre to 'stand for' and evoke what was seen as earrier
and more incrusive traditions of the congress Arriance.

The 'turn to crass' by many black int,elrectuals and

activists was mostry occasioned by the ruling classes,
attempts to build and co-opt a brack middre crass from the
ratter harf of the t970s. At the same time, though, it was

pararreled by the emergence of a sizeable group of reft
white intellectuals largely on the English-speaking campuses

popurar education. For a discuseion of cupc see Messina E, ,Die
churcheg' Urban Planning Couurissions van socio-Humanistiese tot
Socio-Politiese Agent, 1969-1990-, Kronos, L9, L992

11. see Davies R, o'Meara D & Dranini s, rhe struggle for south Africa,
vol 2, (London, L9g4l, 3OZ-B

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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and this forms the second process referred to above.

Bozzoli and Delius sum up this period euphorically:

"The stultifying atmosphere of the 1960s
had, by the late 1970s, been replaced by an
exhilarating sense of possibility and
creativity. University life was transformed
by the return of former exiles, by the
vitality and commitment of students, and by
the growing sense of many that academics
could and should continue to make
connections wi-th the social movements which
had aris€fl.'r L2

The approach that characterised the development of

organisation in the period under review was one that tended

to emphasise organising on an area or sectoral basis and

thus tended to be racially based. The issue of involving

whitel3 intellectuals was a vexed ones aside from the

student movement, there were limited sPaces in which they

could be accommodated. The trade union movement, literacy

and other similar projects were unable to absorb the

L2. while recognising that this certainly captures important
characteristics of this period, it presents an incredibly
ainplistic and one-dimensional view. Trade unions in the first
place did not sfurply grow in leaps and boundg but'experienced a
real slunrp in the wake of 1973 and organisation only picked up
again towards the end of 1970s (see Friednan, BuiTding Tomortow.l
sfurilarly, while 1976 may well have shorrn the vulnerability of the
apartheid governnent, it algo ehowed a particularly vicious set of
teeth - the massive loss of life, the banning of unionists and
labour-linked etudents, the killing of steve Biko and, more
especially, the asaassination of Rick Turner reverberated through
white campuses. The wages and conrrunity comniesions - that had
been so central to the development of the trade union movement -
collapsed. In short, the gror.lth in academic and intellectual work
owed as much to a eudden narrowing of political epace and
opportunity post-1975, as it did to the emerging vulnerability and
crieis of state and capitalt

13. ay ueing the ter:n'white intellectualg', I do not intend to suggest
race aa a natural category or to deny the social construction of
race.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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energies of this growing sector. Even where more direct

organisational capacity existed such as in the range of

women's organisations that began to emerge in the early

1980s, problems continued as the profile and nature of white

branches differed vastly from their township counterparts.

'Providing resources' became one of the ways in which

this issue was addressed and both within organisations and

outside an enormous variety and range of 'accessible

literature' began to emerge. As education and training was

also increasingly emphasised within organisations, they

began to create an ongoing demand for popular matlrials.
That popularisat,ion provided a political home for many white

intellectuals is perhaps attested to by the shrinking of

potential popularisers in the post-1983 period as a range of

more direct political and organisational opportunities
opened up and along with a shifting emphasis of the

importance of working in white areas themselves.

From the late 1970s then, what had been a handful of

isolated publications14 aimed at broader audiences now

'burgeoned' as Callinicos suggests. Indeed by the early

L980s, some of the popularisation initiatives had been

institutionalised and had developed into a range of resource

structures in the major urban areas. CIearIy not aII the

L4. Exanples of these *ould be Social Review, as well as the many
campus-based publicationg produced by NUsAs and the range of left
political associations (eg, the south african Movement tsA!{l at
the Univereity of the witwatersrand and students for social
Democracy [ssD] at the university of cape Town).

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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above initiatives concerned popular history specifically but

covered a variety of issues and disciplines. Thus popular

productions emanating from these groups ranged from

providing accessible informationls; documenting struggles as

t,hey unfolded; discussing theoretical and conceptual issues;

to more polemical and immediately political material.

Indeed, encouraged by the emphasis on democratisation and

grassroots participation (itself in part associated with the

above initiatives), popularisation became not only a

component of political work but a site of conceptual,

theoretical and practical apptication.

That history became one of the areas focussed on

relates in part to its vulgarly politicised status within

apartheid education. At another leve1 however, it reflected
perhaps the depth of the breaks effected by the crushing of

open resistance in the 1960s. While the continuity of

political traditions is frequently attested to and the depth

of popular memory perhaps. if anything under-estimated, it is

important not to generalise this too much. Much of the

rebuilding of organisation and traditions at least up until

1984 was in the hands of relatively sma1l groups of mainly

young intellectuals whose various backgrounds in B1ack

Consciousness, the Nata1 Indian Congressr of, in Non-European

Unity Movement schools had developed a propensity for

intellectual pursuits. Building the underground as well

15. such issues covered, e9, lega1 rights, rents and rates, industrial
health, Eewerage.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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involved Processes of reading' discussion and debate'

Histories of South African resistance and national

Iiberationstrugglesinfarflungcornersoftheglobewere
extensively read, particularly by youth and student (both

tertiary and secondary) sectors' 'Recovering history' was

seentobecentralbothtotherebuildingofCongress

traditions or - from the other side - warning against the

treachery of those traditions' 16

To some extent, of course' organisation always

generatesarangeofmaterialsaimedatmembersorpotential

members, written in styles and languages deemed appropriate

to that constituency' $lhat the above account begins to

suggest, however, are a range of other more complex factors

whose interaction and intersections enabled the construction

ofaparticulargenre-popularisation-intheperiodunder
reviewandrepresentsanewmoderatherthanthekindof
continuity invoked by Callinicos'

The purpose'of this historicisation then is to see

popularisation not just as given or as a natural part of

political activity but as a specific resPonse at a

particularmoment.Alt'houghacademicsfrequentlystood

outside and were sharply critical of many of the

16. of course, there were other stY Ies and agendas involved in this

process of rebuilding and theY differed eharPIY within and between

regions. AIthough 'older'PeoPle frequentlY PIaYed important roles

in providing and directione to underground EtructureE, or
Iinke

being called upon 'to give witnesg' to Pagt political exPeriences,

in the main CongresE's revi,val relied IeEs on popular memory or

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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organisationar and poriticar styres that were being buirt,
they were nonetheress integralry part of a genre which not
onry had they to some extent 'popurarised, through the trade
union and literacy structures but to which their own

intellectuar endeavors continued to feed. rn relation to
p,,opular history, it was the overall frameworks and

terminologies of radical historiography (at reast until the
csr debate reared its head in the mid-19g0s) 17 that shaped

understandings of south African society, even if they were

deployed in ways that academics deplored. Thus, for
exampre, Bloch's controversial L9g7 wits History workshop
(WHW) paper bald1y states:

"Iittle .original material [was needed]...there F"lTg a growing qnd exlensive body ofradical -h-istoriography which could be d-rawn
UPOn... "18

rndeed, it is precisely this connection that draws

attention to the academic site and provides much of the
motivation for this study. By asserting popularisation as

construction with partiar origins in specific interlectual
circres, it begins to suggest a process with serious

L7.

orar traditions, a point that wirr be developed at a rater point
in the thesis.

colonialism of a speciar Type - the anarysis of south African
society that underpinned the poriticar strategies of the sAcp.
The differenceE between this and .racial capitalisr,, 6
perspective favoured by academic radicar historiography and much
more widery used in internal poriticar circres in the earry l9g0s,
became a sharpry debated topic within student and youth circrescirca 1983/1984.

Bloch c, "Popurarising ttistory: some Refrections and Experiences..,
paper presented to the vilHW conference, The r.raking of crass, Lgg7,
2

18.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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imprications for how 'the popular' itserf is constructed.
The concern that franes this thesis is thus one that seeks

to interrogate the processes and poritics of production

rather than focussing on its products and tools.

With regard to the academic site, much of the work

around popular history coincides with the period of the
ascendence of social history in general and the wHW in
particurar. 19 undoubtedry, this grouping has been the most

infruentiar on the English-speaking historically white
universities for the past decade and a harf. Moreover, the
wHW is perhaps the only group within these universities to
have maintained a consistent focus on popurarising history
in the period under review. Further, in fairry obvious

ways, history 'from below's' craim to the democratisation of
the disciprine resonates with many of the aims of popurar

history and thus rends itserf to popurarisation. For these

reasons, this thesis pays greater attention to the wHW than

other strands in radical historiography.

Finally, shifts in the wHW popularisation project are

discernibre from the mid-1980s. Forlowing the format,ion of
cosATU in 1985, trade unions began to take increasing
responsibirity for both their own education programmes and

19. rt Bhourd be noted that wEw is not used in a strict and narrow
institutionar sense here; rather.it is uged in the sense that
BozzoLL herself tends to project it, ag leading and drawing
together much of what constitutes the sociar history approach in
south Africa. while this may werl be problematic, it needs to be
pointed out that with the possibre exception of Bradford, social

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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the production of materiars to service these progrEunmes. 20

while this point will be deveroped more fully rater on, what

is of iurmediate relevance here is that the processes

associated with this development undoubtedry red to a re-
think of the wHW popurarisation project. Although this re-
think is alluded to at various points in the forrowing
chapters, the directions that it (or individuars within it)
began to take have not been forrowed through. Thus arthough

fairry recent work of the wHW has been cited, the processes

that this study attempts to historicise are perhaps most

reflective of the period up to circa the mid-L980s.

The following provides a brief outrine of the structure
of this thesis. chapter 1 begins to explore the frameworks

in which popurar history is cast. whire suggesting that alr
such frameworks are centrally concerned with the
rerationship of history to political practice, it suggests

that this relationship can be articurated in different
although overrapping ways and that these conceptions affect
the form and approach of the histories produced. rt then

proceeds to probrematise these different conceptions and

through this exproration to provide a framework in which to
assess academic historiography's own productions of popurar

history. This framework suggests a need to understand the

'site of production' of academic-popular texts; the subject
historians in general seem to have been perfectly happy to arrow
BozzoLL to 'speak for them.

see Callinicos, "Intellectuals, popular History" on this -
especially 59-62

20.
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position of the historian; and the interaction of academic

productions of people,s history with other sites of
historical production.

chapter 2 turns specifically to the debates and issues

that underlie popurar history texts, in particular those of
the wEW. on the one hand, it suggests ways in which the
rures of the historicar disciprine and the rocation on the
university significantly shaped the form that wHw,s popurar

history took. On the other hand, it attempts to show how

the Tf,HW's own political project is stamped on its popular

history productions. Read together, a version of popular

history is formed that is arguably not popular and that
indeed ends up marginarising indigenous and popurar forms of
history and knowledge.

Chapter 3 continues the process of historicisation. fn
attempting to situate radical academic historiography, this
chapter focuses on the sociar location of its historians and

the nature of their academic and political project. ft
suggests that an understanding of these issues draws

attention to a range of issues: the nature of the

historically white universities in which radicar academic

historiography is located; the social production of
intellectuals; disciplinary boundaries and rules; and,

finally (but not exclusively) the construction (and

contestation) of radical historiography,s self-
representation.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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Finalry, because the requirements of the academy and

the discipline dictate, there is a conclusLon which attempts
to probrematise some of the argument used in this study.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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CEAPTER 1: TEE POLIUCS OF EISTORY

Popular history, Iike indeed other histories, is

informed by different ideas about the relationship between

the past, the present and the political uses of history.

However, a major problem in trying to explore these ideas as

they developed in South Africa in the period under review,

is that they remain for the large part embedded in popular

history texts. A consistent and conscious theorisation has

not been much evident - at least not at a published level'l

The triennial conferences of the WHW are thus perhaps

unique in the opportunity they accorded to projects to

reflect on their experiences and more generally to raise

issues and debates relating to popularisation. At the same

time, and perhaps precisely because it was one of the few

arena6 where such reflection was happening, the relative

paucity of research to emerge from these quarters is

particularly regrettable. while not all would agree with

Crais, assertion that the programmatic separation of the

popularisation section2 from the mainstream academic one

resulted in "exclusionary practices"3, it does seem

2.

There have been occasional articles, mainly in Radlcal History
Revlew, Petapectlves in Educatlon,-SA Hlatotical Journal and

crLtlcal Arts.
I an here referring to the popularisation section of the
conference, and not the oPen oaY..
crais c, Lgg2, "Race, State and the Silence of Higtory in the
Making of uodern south Africa: A Polemic", paPer presented to the
African Studieg Association, Seattle, Lggz, 20. Ehere has indeed
been considerable debate around this - eee for exa.nple, Weekly

Ilall, 20 - 25 February, l'987 and 27 February - 5 March 1987'

1

3
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undeniable that they enjoyed a different and lesser status'4

For the most part, the popularisation section operated

aa a ureeting and discussion ground for groups working in the

field. Although papers were presented and there was a

formal and separate Progralnme from 1984 onwards, the

majority of papers are best described as reflections on work

in progress. Thus, despite the fact that tantalising and

critical issues were often raised, there seems to be litt1e

evidence of either the WHW or other participants having

taken these issues further and in a conscious way developing

conceptual or theoretical approaches to the issues of

popularising historY. s

Perhaps some of the reasons for this lie in the nature

of the groups participating (or potentially participating),

the work and time pressures on such grouPsr ES well as the

aversion to theory among the historical discipline in

general and in particular to the somewhat uncomfortable

attitude to theoretical elaboration among sectors of the

WHW.6 More than this, concerns around accessibility are in

4.

5

The popular history conference is generally characterised by
hapliazard attendance and participation of the academics; other
than Callinicos, review articles and a handful of others, nothing
gubstantial ariEing from this part of conference has been
published - unlike the 'academic, part which hag seen, at the very
I"a"t, a significant collection published for each of the
triennial conferences.

A challenging and enormously suggeBtive exception to this is a

brief sunnary of the proceedings of the 1990 popular history
conference - see Ea.milton C, "Academicg and the Craft of Writing
Popular Eiatory' in Perspectlves 7n zducation, lloJ- L2, 1, I'990'

some would perhapa argue that the wHvI haE been more oPen to theory
than most hiatorians and that theoretical elaboration has indeed

6.
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part critiques of academic discourse, of ivory towers' and

.high theory,, and perhaps have tended at times to develop

into a reification of 'the popular' in ways that suggested

an opposition between theorisation and popularisation.

Thus, although popular history was a remarkably visible and

potent force in the L980s, it has not been paralleled by a

similar attention to conceptual and methodological issues'

An implicit but central assumption of almost all

verEions of popular history is an assertion of a direct and

imsrediate relationship between history and politicsT

indeed, the existence of such a relationship provides much

of the rai8on d,etre for popular history. It would seem

then, that any framework for understanding popular history

must place this relationship at its centre. At the same

time, however, there are differing conceptions of the

history/politics relationship which suggest different models

of the value of history for political practice and thus of

the popularisation project itself-

It should be noted that any attempt to seParate out

aPProac hes or models is problematic. I{ost popular history

7

been a consietent concern. However, in the argunents against the
atructuraliEtE an anti-theoreticiem hae often hardened into a

hostility to theory. ThiE is particularly evident in Bozzoli'g
work and in the Bozzoli and Deliua piece where experience and

theory are often set up in oppoeition to each other' see for
.*"np1e, Bozzoli B and Delius P, lRadical History and south
african society" , Radical Histoty Review, 46/7, 1990, 28-30'

ttuch of this underlies history generally, and I an not suggesting
that guch approaches are only applicable to popular history'
Indeed, an argument of thig thegis j-s precisely that popular

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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productions are informed by more than one approach and are

not easily pigeon-holed: rather they ',have ragged and

interlocking edges r ... lean on each other and define

themselves by what they are not. "8 More than thisr 6n

approach that begins to delineate different approaches and

sets them in opposition to each other, repeats a set of

analytic procedures that this study itself calls into
question. In regard to both these problems, however, the

approaches outlined are used to suggest broad lines of
argument or debate rather than being a definitive or

particularly useful way of categorising or classifying
particular examples.

In a review of the work of the Communist Party

tsistorians Group in Britain, BilI Schwarz suggests three

different notions of historical practice: history as lesson;

history as exhortation; and the study of history as

politics.g At a glance, this conception would seem to
resonate with some of the obvious approaches characterising
popular history in South Africa. Thus, for example,

popular historians across the board are agreed that a study

of the past can usefully enrich and inform political

histories share, for the large part, the sane framework as
academic higtories

Jenkins K, 8e-tilnkl.ng llLstory (London, 1991), 65
Schwarz B, "'The People, in History: The Communist party
siatorians, croup, 1946-55" in Johnson R et aI 1edsl, Making
HLetorLees studjea in nLstory JlritLng and Politics, (London, 1982)

I
9
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practice in some wayi 10 much of what the WIIW refers to as

'people's history' is also concerned with the ways in which

history is used to build a sense of political identity and

purpose;ll while some of the more recent reviews of popular

historyl2 can be seen to suggest a position simitar to
Schwarz' notion of the study of history as politics. The

following discussion, then, uses Schwarz as a starting point

in exploring these conceptions of the history/politics
relationship.

History-as-Iesso6\

In history-as-lesson the value of history lies in its
ability, as the term baldly suggests, to learn from it.
This approach informs much of the way in which popular

history texts were (and are) written and used, not only by

academic historians but in countless education and training
programmes run in organisations. The following critique
does not take account of the way in which this approach

frequently developed in vibrant and powerful directions.
Rather it is an attempt to foreground that which is implicit

10. Eg Bloch, "Popularising.,; Callinicos, ..The people,s past,, I Yritz r.,
Wrlte your Own History, (JohanneEburg, 1988) and ,,The Write Your
ourn History froject" in Radical History Review, No 46/7, 1990

11. ug Bloch, "Popularising,,i Cronin., and suttner Rt Thirty yeara of
the Fteedom Chatter, (Johannesburg, 1985)

L2. Ug Witz "Ehe WYOH Project,; Witz L and ttamilton C, "Reaping the
whirlwind: The Reader,e Digest rlluEtrated tsistory of south Africa
and the APpetite for the Past in South Africa', paper presented to
the VIorId Archeological CongreeE 2, venezuela, 1990; Ita.nilton
'Academicg"
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but unacknowledged and through this to problematise an

approach whose bona fides are rarely contested'

In the first place, history-as-lesson suggests that the

past, the present and the future are tied together in a

continuous and inextricable chain. Not only does the past

enable us to explain our present day realities, but this

understanding wiII better enable us to change our present

and build a better future. Expressed simply, this view

suggests that "if people read and understand history, they

are more likely to make better history themselves"l3 or

perhaps more concretely in the words of a young activist in

the Write Your Ovrn History Project (WYOHP), Myboy:

"If you are organS-sing in a factoryr You
need to know a6out past struggles in the
industry to help you organise effectively'
By aski-ng why ttrings happened we can learn
fiour our -mistLkes ana sucies-s.es and build uP
strong worker "ig."it"tion- "14

In some versions often particularly official

histories - this past-present-future link is plainly

teleological, a kind of 'On the road to Damascus'

narrativisation. In such versions, the past exists "as a

central empirical resource, as the truth of. the past for the

present and the future".15 In other words, the past is

there to teach us better and so mistakes and even defeats

13. Labour History Group, quoted in Calllnicos, 'The 'People's PaEt'",
45

14. rtitz, wrLte Your own Hlstoty, L7

t
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are often almost desirable in their capacity to lead to new

insights or a better understanding.ls

, Of course, most professional historians on both the

academic and popular side would reject such crudely

historicist approaches. Indeed both the structuralist and

social history projects can be seen partially as attempts to

escape crude teleological notions of an endless chain of

past, present and future, indissolubly and progressively

linked to each other. At the same time, however,

professional historians have by and large continued to hold

onto the notion of time as naturally sequential and

periodisation as central to historical discourse. Few would

challenge Luckett and NuttaII's assertion that "a historian

without chronology is a contradiction in terms".17

Increasingly, however, this
view of time has been the object

supposedly common-sense

of a sustained critique.ls

15. schwarz B & llercer c, 'PoPuIar Politics and ltarxist Theory in
Britain: The nigtory t{en' in aridges G and Brunt R, silrrer
Lln!.nges some strategles for the ELghtles (London, 1981), L57

16. fhia probleur ie raised by Baskin J, 'The Rise and Rise of COSATU",
paper preaented to the VIHW PoPular Higtory Conference, 1990. See

alao Raegool'g review of aaskin's book, Striklng.Backt that
guggests that Baskin haE not escaped fron this probleur himEelf -
Rassool C in Race and Class, 34, 2, ]-gg2, 102. See aleo portelli
A, rhe Death of Lutgi Traetull!. and other storjeg (Albany, 1991),
110-113 for a useful discugaion of this in ttalian comnunist Party
histories.

17. tuckett c and Nuttall T, "Teaching and Learning nistory as a

Discourge: showing first year studentg how to read and write Iike
historians", paPer presented to the SA Agsociation for Academic
Development conference, caPe Town 1993, L30

18. see anong others De Certeau M, ?he writing of [tistory (Ne\,, York,
1988); Fabian J, Time and tts Other: How Anthtopology Makes its
obJect lNew York, 19831; .ronathan D tsil1 (ed), Rethinklng flistory
and l{yth: Indlgenous South Anerican Perspectlves on the Past,
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Far from being common-sense or universal, it has been

suggested that such sequential notions represent an approach

to time that is peculiarly Western and shot through with

culture-bound assumptions. Briefly this critique suggests

that the narrative of the West's own development is held to

be a universal one, against which other societies are

measured and into which both their prior and subsequent

histories are appropriated and fitted. Thus it is precisely

these assumptions that have been intimately tied to the

ideas of progreee and change that have been implicated in
the I{eEt's view of the non-West as variously timelesst

unchanging and baclsrvards. In this regard thenr the chain

of history so integral to history-as-lesson must be seen as

neither necesaary nor universal but as a particular
historical and cultural construction.

Frederic Jameson argues that one needs to understand

why such historicist ways of seeing the world emerged and

proved to be so deeply satisfying. He suggests the answer

Iies in the

"conceptual hypostasis and phenomenological
projection of a life experience unique to
the industrialising nations of nineteenth
century capitalism, of the gradual
dissolution of the older pre-capitalist
Gemeinschaften of traditional family life
and their replacement, within the unity of a
single lifetime and a .single biographical

1rllinois, 1988), said E 'orientaliem Re-considered", in Barker F

et aI 1eds1 Europe and rts othera-1Essex, 1984)
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experience, by, the nascent industrial city. "
Imy eurphasis ]'

In this regard then, a sequential and teleological
image of time is a way of "resolving, by way of something

like a conceptual narrative mechanism, the lived
contradiction of 'modernisation, itself"20 and perhaps goes

some way towards explaining its resonance with popular

historical consciousness in South Africa.

It should, perhaps be added, that while Jameson,s

emphasis is on the experience of modernisation within a

single lifetime, the point could perhaps be extended into
other seemingly overrrrhelming experiences of rapid changes or

shifts. Thus for example, in the L980s, many youths, Iife
experience had spanned seemingly intense shifts as the

apparent silence of the 1960s was dramatically broken,

followed by unrelenting repression and then a resurgence in
the L980s. In this context, it is perhaps not surprising
that an approach which suggests that in order

" Ito] improve the way we liver w€ must
understand how our lives cErme to be as they
are. If we want to help build a better
futurer w€ must understand _the thinqs that
shape ihe world we live in. "21

19. ilameEon F, Ihe ldeologtes of fheory, Esaaya. 7971 - 7986,
'Minneapo1ia, 19 I 8, 155
Janeson, Ideolog!,ea of Theoty, 155
Peter carlake and Andre proctor, quoted in National Education
crisis Cormittee, what is illstory? A New Approach to History for
Students, Workets and conwtunLtt-es, Johannesburg, 1987, 8

20.
2L.
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Not only does this appeal give purpose and understanding to

such experiences but, more importantly, evokes the

possibility of a different future.

On a different but related tack, while much

professional history continues to operate as though the

object of history were to examine'the past', there is a

strong groundswell within left historiography which

acknowledges the present-mindedness of history and asserts

that it is not so much 'the past' as the 'past-present'

relationship with which history is concerned. At the same

time, however, this 'past-present' relationship can be

operationalised in different ways. '

within history-as-Iesson, the past is often seen purely

as "a sort of 'quarry' where long-lost positions are found

and revip's6'r22 and thus is an approach that ends up ignoring

the 'pastness of the past'. History-as-Iesson thus tends to

ask questions of the past that are informed by the questions

and choicbs of the present in a way that not only denies the

difference of the past but appropriates and assimilates

different histories into simple and apparently transparent

'lessons'. Consequently, it often tends to pronounce on the

past dogmatically as though this is in fact how thingJs were,

rather than consciously acknowledging the ways in which it

is exploring present-day dilemmas.23 Thus, for instance,

Schwarz & llercer, "Eistory !len", 161
while this often tends to privilege the present, the obverse can be
the caee - as when the past is used to beat the present over the

22.
23.
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the characterisation in many popular history productions of

the ICU or the AI'IC in the period under review began with the

questions 'ICU - trade union/or not', 'AIIC - conservative/or

radical' respectively and the lessons gained ('Build

industrial unionsl''Don't trust the petty-bourgeoisiet' )

served as sign-posts warning of what were seen as present

dangers.24 That the questions and choices posed have been

made the sarne for'then'as for'nolr'is unacknowledged and

unproblematised. 25

But also - and seemingly paradoxically - through

chronology and periodisation, a Process of marking off and

bracketing the past as the past is enabled. A case in point

is the way in which the history of the ANC is narrativised

head. Exanples would be the ways in which the 1950s weqe sometines
portrayed in eome popular hiEtorieg in the 1980e.

24. See for exartple, Labour HiBtory GrouP, The lctr, caPe Tohtn, nd;
Economic Eistory Research GrouP, The Struggle fot the .Eand, Cape
Town, nd.

25. For a useful digcussion of alterity and continuity, see Darnton R,
the Great Cat Ltaasacre and Other Eptaodes tn Ftench Cultura.l
fl!.story lNew York, 1984) and debates around this book in the
Journal of l,rodern llLstory, 57, 1985 and 58, 1985. see aleo
Rosaldo R, "Social Analysis in gistory and Anthropology" in Kaye
gJ and l,lcclelland K (edEl, EP Thompaont ctittcal PersPecttves
(cambridge, 1990) 3 'rn the play of dietance and closenees,
Thompson creates a Radical tradition within which an
identification of past and present occupies the foreground, and
strangenesg remains hidden in an obscure background. fhe very
identification which enables other voices to be heard in their
full persuaeive force as they speak to the present can at the eame

tine muffle the distinctive tones of the past. .." L20. It should
be clear that this perepective is not the Eame as Harrison
Wright,s who sees that present ag a 'burden' in understanding the
paBt (wright B, The Burden of the. Present, t'iberal-aadical
Controversy over South African Hiatoty, CaPe Town, 19771. While
hie objection is tied into notions of a 'real and reconstructible
paat,, the perspective being suggested here iE rather concerned
with the ways in which the 'past-Present' relationship ie
flattened and conflated in history-as-lesson.
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lrhere the emergence of nationalism is seen to mark off an

earlier period of primary resistance and where an initial
moderate leadership ultimately gives way in the 1940s to the

more radicalised approach of the Youth League. While

historians have and do challenge and police the boundaries

of this periodisation25, each period is seen as distinctive
and fundamentally different from its predecessor. Within

this context, processes such as rural resPonses to the ICU,

Garveyism, or the Bulhoek rebellion are seen to demonstrate

little more than the unevenness of this broadly universal

move to national forms of struggle.

Read differently, and without the same concern for

origin and development, nationalism can be seen as a series

of 'epaces' or locations across which a single identity is
attempted to be spun. Within this problematic, both the so-

called 'o1d guard' and the Youth League rePresent the same

but different modes of negotiating modernity over and at

times against residually powerful oral and rural cultures.

In their attempts to construct particular political
identities, both can be seen to stitch together 'traditions'

from oral and rural cultures in order to re-construct the

political domain in a way that simultaneously appropriates

26. Thus, for exanple, in a recent paper aundy argues that the
radicaligation of the enc significantly begins in the 1930s rather
than .lapringingl fully anled from the forehead of Lembede in
1943." Bundy C, ,,Breaking the Uidnight Slumber: Govan Mbeki in the
Transkei, 1940-8", rHR and History Department seminar, uwc,
September 1993, L2 while thig to some degree oPenE up new and
important iEsues and areas, it seems to me not to significantly
alter the overall narrative.
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and - through periodisation - writes out or 'tames' the

identities associated with those cultures.

Thus, for exanple, in the case of the earlier
Ieadership, their inclusion of 'traditional leaders' is
always seen as a mark of conservatism, and the reEtructuring

of the At{C to abolish the House of Chiefs in the early 1.940s

as representative of the new spirit of radicalism and

progressiveness that leads eventually to the adoption of the

Programme of Action. While not attempting to deny the

failure of the earlier leadership to interrogate the ways in

which the chieftainship had been re-inscribed through

successive laws and measures stretching back to the mid-l9th

century, nor that there may well have been a coalescence of

conservative interests between chiefs, headmen and AIiIC

leadership, the conservative/radical explanation has a

number of shortcomings and silences. I{hat this explanation

presupposes on the one hand, is the total success of the

state's project and thus an across the board negation of

alternative capacities of re-inscription or subversion, and,

on the other hand, it elides the assertion of a more

aggressively urban nationalism. In other words, what this

account would have us forget is the question of power and

the ways in which traditional has come to stand for tribal,

backward and even rural or regiofial.

But precisely because history, as De Certeau suggests,

"is played along the margins which join society with its

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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pa6t and with the very act of separating itself from the

past..."27 aspects of rural cultures and the identities
associated with them are taken up and narrativised as 'the
lrarrior tradition' and this is held to reflect the depth

and continuity of a pre-eminently national consciousness

rather than representing different and possibly

incomnensurable histories.

When historians gloss these contested and overlapping

narratives into a sequential and progressive development

through periodisation/s, they thus replicate the same

process. Struggle, power, the silencing and working over of

other identities, as weII as the failure to do so in any

complete sense, are erased or at least, pushed to the

margins. Conversely, and again following popular historical
conceptions, is the opposite process of 'giving voice' to
some identities in a way that faile to interrogate their
role and place in such narratives.2S Issues and

identities, however do not vanish [nor, for those 'written
in', always lie down easily with other aspects of the

narrativel simply because politics or periodisation has

deemed them to have. Consequently, a national consciousness

27. De carteau, the writingt "... hiEtory is played along the margins
which join society with its past and with the very act of
separating itself from the paet. It takeg place along these lineg
which trace the figure of a current tiure by dividing it from its
other, but which the return of th9 past is continually nodifying
or blurring., 37 /8

28. e,n exanple of this is the way in which shaka and a 'Zulu tradition'
wae 'given a voice, in popular historical narratives and the
guccegsive and ongoing contegts over the meanings of such a
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needs to be constantly renegotiated and re-constructed

through processes of inclusion and exclusion, and the

historical narrative similarly repeatedly comes up against

these reworkings.

The reason for this somewhat long diversion is to

indicate the ways in which history-as-Iesson, rather than

pointing to the contested, incomplete and ragged connections

between history and politics both in the making and writing

of history, suggests instead a neat and bloodless fit. What

it tends to do, then, is to flatten the misfits and lapses

referred to above into a seeningly rational account from

which we can learn and prevent mistakes from recurring. In

this regard history-as-lesson also functions as a "process

of reading history 'from left to right, across the paget".29

Again, despite disclaimers to the contrary, the notion of a

past reality that is plain and transparent, and from which

Iessons can be "simply 'read off"' returns.3o Further, as

Schwarz and Mercer remind us, even if historians disclaim

this, there remain strong strands of political thought and

practice that reinforce such an approach.

These strands of political thought articulate a

particular view about the relationship between education and

politics. In this regard they suggest a study of the past

'tradition'. see in particular Bamilton CA, Authoring shakat
Modela, Metaphors and Hl,stortography, PhD, John ltopkins, 1993.

Schrrarz & Mercer, "History Uen', 161
Schwarz and ttercer, ,Hietory !len", 151

29.
30.
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as a route to i-urprovement3l - as Myboy suggests the route to

better trade union organisation lies in our study of past

experiences, in drawing up a balance sheet of successes and

failures. Thus the solution to political problems and

impasses can often be found simply by learning more and

subjecting past experience to more rigorous study and

debate.

What this approach ends up doing, though, is to suggest

that politics - or rather better politics - consists of

making a set of rational choices, based on a rational study

of the past. Not only can this be interrogated for its

inherently Western bias but its implication that good

politics lies within people's grasp banishes constraints of

structure and determination. Structure becomes simply an

obstacle that is - through rigor and distance or "the public

exercise of reason"32 - possible to navigate. That much

of this approach pervades radical academic historiography in

South Africa and underlies the appeal for a critical

approach to history, will be explored in greater depth

later.

31. In a different context, but with ueeful insights for this argument,
Comaroff Jean & Comaroff John, Of Aevelatlon and RevoJ,utjonr
ChtLstianlty, coloniallgm and consclousness Jn south Africa, vol 7

(Chicago, 1991), raises the ways in which the miesions articulated
conversion as a route to self-improvement. What this comparison
opens up again ie the hidden bias. of an approach which foregrounds
objectivity, self-study and other forms of Ylestern knowledge as
inherently better and aE part of the process of creating the
colonial subject.

32. The phrase ie Spivak,e from a public seminar given by her at IIWC,

Bellville, L992.
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critically
sources,
evidence. "

by examining
detectinq bias

35

a variety of
and evaluating

That history is seen to operate as iconoclastic in these

conceptions is evident.

Finally, and importantly, what is masked in history-as-
lesson is the pre-eminently active political role of the

historian in identifying and knitting together 'the
IesEons'. It has been argued that "[historical] facts are

timeless and discontinuous until lroven together in
stories" .36

Again to suggest that an historical past is transparent and

of itself offers up a set of lessons or pointers is deeply

problematic and ignores the very real intervention and

agency of thoEe who make history speak. Or to put this
s1ightly differently,

"[thereJ is always a dislocation, a space
between the 'lessons of the past' and the
imperatives for the construction of
political strategies today. This space is
never neutral: it is rTpolitically and
theoretically strategic. . "3

Whether the above critique should necessarily mean

designating history-as-Iesson to the dustbin is an issue

that I will return to in the concluding chapter.

34 The epecific metaphor of inside-outside, came up in
discussion with Martin Legassick.
llLtz, 'The ItyOB project,, 378
Lowenthal D, The Past is a Forelgn Country lcambridge, 1985), 19

35.
36.
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That this also privileges literate modes of knowledge

and thought should be evident. Of course, on the face of

it, there is no inherent reason why history-as-lesson cannot

be founded on oral forms of memory and experience but that
it does not is related to two factors. In the first place,

memory itself is not structured in forms compatible to
periodisation or notions of a transparent and rationally
decipherable past.33

Secondly, history-as-lesson and the history of its
conscious popularisation and transmission suggests that
there is outside of popular memory another history that is
more accurate, preferable and centrally more powerful than

conmon-sense or popular historical consciousnesr.34 Thus a

conscious study of the past - which is surely what we

believe we are doing when we do guild history - exists
precisely in order to re-order such popular conceptions.

Thus l{itz, for example, asserts that:

"[rather] than argue over how the past
ehould be represented, o o. it was far better
to give people the historical tools to
become producers of their own history ....
producers who would engage with the past

33. Although historianE such as Vansina argue precisely for both the
need and poesibility of fitting oral traditione into
real/rational/verifiable notions of historical construction - see
both his aeminal book - Vansina J, oral TradLtions A study in
EtstorLcal Methodology lchLcago, 1965) - as weII aE more recent
work euch as ora-l, Tradition aa ltlotory fLondon, 1985). For more
nuanced and different understandingE of oral tradition see, for
example, ttiller J (ed) rhe African past Speaks, Henige D, oral
fllstortography ltondon, 1982), Cohen Dw and Atieno odhianbo SE,
slaya (London, 1989)
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EL story-as -mobi I Ls at Lon

Luli Callinicos suggests that

"[one] of the exciting (and problematic)
things about being a historian in sA today
iE that history is so hotly contested.
Passionate interpretations of the past
emanate from a range of activists on the SA
scene. To all, from the fascist leader of
the AWB... to student comrades and worker
poets, n history is a resource of
mobilisation, a political vreapon activists
uae to advance current organisational
strategies. ".38

Clearly what is being suggested here is the way in

which history is actively seen to be used as a means of

mobilisation - in other words, history-as-mobilisation or

exhortation.39 This approach is generally seen to be

characterised by an assertion of a sense of tradition and

continuity; the centrality of resistance; and the tendency

to adopt a celebratory or even 'triumphalist' approach.

Perhaps the most common variant of history-as-
mobilisation is that associated with national movemenls. As

Anderson and others4O have pointed out an appeal to a

supposedly coututon historical legacy is often pivotal to the

construction of national cultures aa 'imagined communities'.

The way in which this historical legacy is usually invoked

37.
38.

schwarz & llercer, 'History !len", L54/5
Callinicos L, 'Popular ttistory in the rightiee" in Radical llistory
Revlew, No 46/7, L990, 285

That this perspective also founds a digcouree of the 'ictiviEt-
historian, should be noted.

Anderson B, Imaglned conwunltjesl Reflections on the origin and
spread of Nationalism, (London, 1983); schwarz, 'The People";

39.

40.
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frequently suggests a conception of it as inherently and

"already residing in some way in the hearts and minds of the

people"4l and waiting simply to unfold.

In many popular histories42, for example, the period of

primary resistance is frequently asserted as part of, indeed

as intrinsic to, a singular and continuous African

resistance tradition and identity. That this is self-
evident is supposedly attested to by the frequency with

which the language of the rank-and-file throughout twentieth

century politics and worker movements is couched in the

warrior traditions of the 19th century. In other words,

despite the historical non-existence and, indeed,

impossibility of an African identity during the period in

which these struggles took place, they are seen to contain

within themselves an essential Africanness that forms the

foundation and core of a national African identity.

Much the same can be said of many other histories that
chart the rise of national and particularly nationalist'
movements43 and it can be argued that it is precisely this

4L.
42.

Bobsbawn E and Ranger r 1edsl, The Inventton of Tradition,
(cambridge, 1983).

schwarz & llercer, ,,History Menx, 150
For exartple, see MeIi E, A fltstory of tlre AIIC: south Afrtca Belongs
to lrs, (Harare, 1988)i uwc Hietory Department/Education Resource
and Information Project, Let lre speak of Freedom, vols 7 - 4,
Bellville, ndi as weII as versions given in official ilNc
publications

Gyan Prakash, in a particularly ueeful article, shows how Indian
nationalist historiography wrote of lndia aB 'an undivided
subject... that ... poEsesEed a unitary eelf and a eingular will
that arose from its essence and was capable of autonomy and
sovereignty. From this point of view, the tagk of history was to

43.
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kind of triumphalism and hagiography that critical and

Iargely academic historians warn agai-nst. This should not,

however, mean - as it frequently does - that such histories

ehould not be taken seriously and that no discussion is

therefore needed or \f,arranted. It is precisely such views

that have prevented an engagement between academic and other

kinds of histories.

llore than this, however, it can be argued that academic

histories themselves, and the popularisations that base

themselves on those academic productions' at times reflect

similar approaches. Thus, for example, the ways in which

'the working class' is constructed frequently posits a

eimilar notion of "a latent radical historicat tradition"

residing in the very experiences of the working class.

Further, the supposed deep division between this class and

the 'petty-bourgeois politics, of a national movement is

suggestive of a brand of Marxist politics that sees class as

a "univergal and essential [categoryJ whose [history] can be

recounted as one of continuity or of a direct traditiorl"A{,

in this case, of a specifically working class tradition.

unleash this eubjectivity from colonial control; and the task of
historiography to represent this un1eashing.... So, when
politiciane spoke of a nation in the making, they wete teferring
to the taek of making the rnasges.conscious of a natton already in
ex!-etence aa an objective reality.' (!ly emphasie) See Prakash G,

"writing Post-orientalist Histories of the rhird vrorld:
Perepectives from Indian ttistoriography', ComParatlve Studies in
socLety and llLstory, 32'2, 1990, 389/90

schwarz t llercer, "Higtory Men', 15644.
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I{oreover, the notion that the roots of this 'latent

tradition, are to be found in the very experience of

oppression, suggests that politics and resistance are

themselves spontaneous and natural.45 When experience is

used in this originary way, the implication isr 3s scott

argu"s45, that politics and resistance cease to require

explanation. This precludes the necessity for an

engagement with the ways in which resistance and its

identities are constructed (or not constructed) in memory

and discursively in the making and writing of history, and

how resistance and its meanings shift over time. Put

another wayr experience, resistance and identity become so

many words, synonymous and inter-referential, rather than

opening a sPace that would allow for these to be explained

and hiEtoricised not just 'on the ground' but within

political and historical discourse as weII.47

Thus to continue the example used above, when the long

and continuous tradition of African resistance is invoked,

45. See, for exa.urple, Scott Joan W, "The Evidence of Experience' in
Crltlcal Inqulry, L7, 1991 and Mohanty CT, 'Feminigt Encounteras
Locating the PoliticE of Experience' in Barrett M and rhillips e
(eds1, DeetablTlalng Theory: contempotaty Femintst Debates

lCambridge/Oxford, Lgg2l, for a critique of how the experience of
being female ig seen automatically and naturally to politiciee and

lead to reeietance.
scott, "The Evidence'r
"The evidence of experience works aE a foundation providing both
starting point and a conclusive kind of explanation, beyond which
few questions can or need to be agked. And yet is is precisely
the questions prdcluded - guestions about difference, discourse
and Jubjectiviiy, as well as about what counts as experience and

who gets to make that determination - that would enable us to
historiciae experience, and to reflect critically on the history

46.
47.
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.African, is taken as a self-evident identity and the

question of how and in what differing ways it is constructed

is ignored. This view is thus blind to the fact that the

categories of settler/ African cannot be said to exist in

any absolute and trlanichean sense. In other words, this

version projects and takes as pre-existing a set of

identities that have only been established precisely through

the colonial inpact. A number of processes get blurred

here. 'African' is seen as the sum of a range of

identifiable ethnic identities and thus the emergence of

thege identities themselves - xhosa, sotho, zulu and so

forth - are taken as pre-existing and fixed. There is

similarly a failure to explain how the boundaries of
.African, were constituted in the first place and why, for

exanple, Khoisan grouPs are frequently excluded from such

definition (or, indeed, how the boundaries of Khoisan itself

are constituted and contested).48 This failure to point to

the constructed nature of ethnic and national identities is

arguably all the more glhring in a society where such

identities have come to be seen as deeply natural'

At another level, it is suggested that the

represent,ation of the national and/or popular tradition as

we write about it, rather than to premise our history on it."
Scott, "Ihe Evidence", 790

Attempte in the 1980s in the western cape to draw the coloured
couutunity closer to the national etruggte tried, among other
things, to create a tradition of resietance through reference to a

supposed heritage of Khoi resistance.

48.
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continuous and somehow inherently progressiver49 masks or

sidelines the very discontinuities of 'the tradition'.
When histories attempt to 'stitch up' one singular and

continuous tradition, the procesaes that conflict with or

belong to a different narrative genre must somehow be

excluded, marginalised or appropriateds0 and thus

potentially productive processes and divergent histories are

side-Iined. An example of this would be the cursory way in

which the issues surrounding the formation of the PAC are

49. See Schwarz, "The People,'and Schwarz & Mercer, "History l{en" for
a critigue of the Communiet Party HistorianE croup and their
conEtruction of the 'Engligh radical tradition,. schwarz: '... by
illuninating the revolutionary continulty of the popular
tradition, the difficulties inpoaed by its very discontLnultles
should at least have been poeed. rhiE silence... almogt a.nounts to
a 'atop in the mind, in the cournunigt historians of the period, an
inability adequately to think through and overcome in the
historiography the breake and ruptures which punctuated the
passage from plebeian radicaligm to the modern labour movement...
Theoretically ... the balance between continuity and rupture may
raise decisive guestions which lie right at the heart of the very
concept of the national-popu1ar.' 71

50. obviously this refers to the procees of narrativisation that
writers such as tsayden White suggeat lie at the very heart of
historical digcourse - see, for example, white H, The content of
tDe For:m; rvarratlve Dlscourse and Htetorlcal Repreaentatlon
(Baltimore, 1987). see also Prakash 'Poet-orientaliEt Historieg'
and 'Can the subaltern Ride? A Reply to o,Hanlon and l{aghbrook" in
contemporary studles tn soctety and llistory, 34, L992, for a
critique of how the narrativisation of India's history into a
ltarxist franework has meant the appropriation and subjugation of
incouutensurable histories. Horilever, it ehould be noted that a
range of argunenta using Bakhtin's notions of dialogical or
Derrida,s differance point to the 'megsinegg' and
'incompleteness, of this process: "whatever this
undergtanding of the past holds to be irrelevant - shards created
by the selection of materials, remaindere left aside by an
explication - comes back, deepite. everythingr on the edgee of
discourse or in its riftE and crannies: 'resistances',
'Burvivals', or delays digcreetly perturb the pretty order of a
line of 'progress' or a system of interpretation." De certeau, The
wttttng, 4. see aIEo La capra D, History and Criticism (Ithaca &

Londonr 1985)
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frequently dealt with.sl By viewing it as a mere hiccup,

potentially interesting and divergent processes get written

out in the name of non-racialism.

A further common feature of history-as-mobilisation is

that it takes resistance as its organising frame. In South

African histories, as Wright points out, resistance becomes

quite literally the flip side of colonial and apartheid

rule, the bipolar opposite of power. This framework is an

essentially reactive one that

"has emerged very largely in response to
apartheid history. The directness of its
engagement gives it, at its best, a great
cogency, but at the same time, even where
its propositions are diametrically opposed
to those of apartheid history, tends to lock
it into the same frame of reference.
Popular history, in other words, has so far
tended in many ways to emergsr^ as a reverse
image of apartheid historytz, to define
itself not so much in terms of what it is
proposing - aE in terms of what it is
opposing. "rr

. Thus Wright argues that if we look at apartheid

histories and resistance histories side by side, they share

51. see, Frederickse .r, The ttnbreakable Thread (Johannesburg, 1990),
for a good exemFle of this.

52. of couree, it can be argued more generally that apartheid history
is itEeLf defined in opposition to sritish colonial hietory and go
we have, in the end, a colonial framework stamping itself onto
popular hietory.

53. wright J, "Popularising the Precolonial Past: Politics and
Problems", paper presented to the. wEvl, The Making of class, L987 '3. see also Ragsool c and witz L, 'The 1952 van Riebeeck
Tercentenary Festival: Congtructing and contesting Public National
History', paper presented to African Studles Aseociation (Seattle
L9921 for the way in which reEiEtance gets 'locked into' the ter:ne
of that which it ie opposing.
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very similar features: both pay little attention to Pre-

colonial history other than in broad, ethnographic terms;

both focus on post-Great Trek history, the one celebrating

white settler achievements, the other resistance to colonial

encroachment; and, it may be added, both document twentieth

century history in terms of the rise of national movements'

Ee further suggests that where resistance histories do

Iook at the pre-colonial period, they do so in terms of a

stereotype which has three broad features: they assume a

false political unity and homogeneity among societies; they

see aII Africans as having been united against colonial rule

and thus supPress histories of alliance; they assume that

colonial rule relied entirely on force and thus fail to

understand the complex ways in which colonial and

precolonial societies articulated with each other.54 The

result of this etereotyping, Wright arlrues, is to project

the present onto the past in a completely ahistorical t{ay.

More disturbinglY, while such history "functions essentially

to provide images of an idealised past which can be

contrasted with the miseries of life under colonialism and

aparthei6"55, it ironically casts pre-colonial societies in

precisely the terms that colonial and apartheid history has

cast them - as timeless and unchanging-

wright, "Popularising', 4-7
wright, "Popularising", 4

54.
55.
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A further critique of histories of resistance is that

they, by their very nature, focus on what is explicit and

visible. Groups 'hidden from history' in conventional

histories remain largely hidden and silenced, Ieading -
among other things - to a "supremely masculinist structuring

of Ithe resistance] tradition,.56 Within South African

resistance histories, the point can perhaps be most

dramatically made in relation to the period of primary

resistance: if we remove the warriors and the warrior

tradition, indeed if we remove the men, what remains of

thoEe histories and what can Possibly even be said?57 But

it is not only a question of women being 'hidden from

history, and much the same point, Lf not, quite as starkly,

can be made in relation to worker or political histories

that focus largely on strikes, mass action and organisation

and that mean that the vast majority of South Africans are

56.
57.

Schwarz, 'tThe People'", 87
For a related argument, see phillips A, "Univergal Pretengions in
politicat Thought" in Barrett and ehillips, DestabiTislng Theoty,
that tracks the magculiniet Etructuring of the concept of
'citizen,. On a different tack, an interesting example of drawing
attention not just to women but to their subjugation is.Ieff Guy'e
attempt to eignify gender as the basis for class divisions in
precolonial African polities - see Guy J, "Gender Oppression in
southern Africa,s Precapitalist Societies' in Walker C 1ed1, llomen
and Gender ln Southern tfrica to 7945 (caPe To\rn, 1990). A
einilar point has been made about the 'Che ethos' in Latin America
- "[I{omen] recognise the unbalanced nature of a movement in which
one gender constitutes revolutionary meaning and practice" -
Franco J, "Beyond EthnocentriEm: Gender, Polrer, and the rhird
World Intelu.gentgia" in Nelson C and Groasberg L, ltarx!-am and the
Interpretatlon of culture (Basingstoke, 1988), 5L2
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quite literally - left out of history except as some sort of

contextual devic".58

Indeed, it has been argued that the very ways in which

people are constructed in the historical imagination and are

granted "a categorical (and universal) subject-status (the

worker, the peasant, the women, the black1"5f functions t'o

solidify and hide enormously complex Processes of subject

construction. Thus it is suggested that the very means

used to 'classify' people gives them more or less social and

thus historical weight; while it simplifies and solidifies

the identity of some, it allows other identities to be

silenced or at times even to slip through the conceptual or

historical nets.60 In this regard, again this process is

one in which knowledge and theory are imbricated in and

replicate the same exercise of power and silencing.

57. See the debates around aatl [SPivak, GC, 'The Rani of Sirmur' and
Mani L, "The production of an official Discourse on Satj in early
Eighteenth Century Bengal, in Barker F et aI (eds), Europe and lte
other, voL 7 (EBsex, 1984)i spivak GC, "Can the Subaltern sPeak?"
in Nelson and croseberg, Interpretation of culturei and a ueeful
sunnary of this debate in Prakash, "writing Post-orientalist
Eistorieg"] and the impossibility of 'recovering the voice' of
women in colonial rndia.

59. scott, 'The Evidence', 792. stuart HalI, quoted in scott, nakes a
si5tilar point: "The fact ig 'black' ha6 never been just there
either. rt has always been an unstable identity, psychically,
culturally and politically. It, too, is a narrative, a story, a

history. Something constructed, told, epoken, not aiurply found."
792

60. See Spivak and her interpretation of 'subaltern' as those whose

'itinerary haa not been traced Eo as to offer an object of
eeduction to the representing intellectual" in "Can the Subaltern
speak?' , 285. see also scott, "The Evidence" ' 792.
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Finally, a furt,her - and much quoted - feature of many

popular histories that foreground resistance is their
frequently celebratory nature. Rodinson repeats a common

criticism:

"Ideology always goes for the simplest'solutions. It does not argue that an
oppressed people is to be defended because
it- is oppr-essLd and to the extent to which
it is -oppressed. On the contrary, the
oppressed-ire sanctified and every aspect of
their actions, their culture, their past,
present and--future behavior is presented as
iamiraute.'61

Again it should be noted that this tendency to ascribe

a positive set of characteristics and attributes to the

central characters to make them into "mere rePresentative

allegories of 'correct political practisst"S2 is arguably

not only a feature of non-academic popular constructions but

is evident in much worker history, both academic and

popular. Thus, productions concerned to exPose the petty-

bourgeois nature of national politics often end up evoking

the gritty and sturdy worker63 as counterparti similarly,

61. Uaxime Rodingon quoted in Harlow B, nesjstance I'iterature lfondon/
New York, 19871, 29
spivak cc, quoted in uarlow, Resiatance Litetatute, 29/30
For an extemely evocative figure of the gritty and eturdy worker
Eee eaPecially van onselen - see, e9, van ongelen c' studies in
the SocLal and Economic ltistory of the Wltwatersrand, 7886-1974,
Volunes 1 and 2 (Johannesburg, 1982). see aIEo smith K, The
chang!.ng Paet: Trends jn south lftican Ht stott cal Wtl'tj,ng
l,fohannesburg, 1988), 186, who makes a similar point.

62.
53.
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Irrhere national politics is seen to take a more radical turn,

the figure of the working class is never far away.64

But to take Rodinson's point into a perhaps less

charged and potentially more productive area, by raising the

question as to whether 'the people' or 'the working class'

can be treated 'as if it were wholly unified, fully achieved

and therefore capable of sustaining a memory wholly apart

from the dominant constructions of the past. "65 There are

two issues here of importance. Firstly, and to some extent

covered in the above discussion, is the whole issue of

'firming up, identities in ways that frequently centre on

the existence, historically and contemporaneously, of a

unified and homogeneous popular or, in other versions,

working-class culture. In this Process, difference be it

c1aes, gender, sexuality, Iocation or generation is masked

(indeed at timee forcibly suppressed) and thus the whole

quegtion of power is elided. Secondly, this raises the

argument about the ways in which dominant constructions

themselves are inscribed on and within 'the popular'r66 an

area that again fruitfully opens the space for the need to

64. See, eg, Bonner p, -The Black ttineworkerg, Strike: e preliminary
Account' in Bozzoli B (ed), Labour, Tovnshtps and Protests
l,rohannesburg, LgTgl ag well as virtually all explanations for the
proceEses of radicalisation in the I'940s.

BomlreE !t 6l Wright P, ,'Charms of Residence'3 The Public and the
Pagt" in ,rohnBon et aI (eds) uaking Histoties, 255

see popular ltemory Group for a particularly incisive argunent on

thig - popular l,temory croup, ,,Popular Memory: Theory, Politics,
Method" in Johneon et aI, uaklng Histotles. At the sa:ne time,
however, it seeme to me that the Pl.tG ignore the ways in which
these inscriptiona are transformed often in creative and

65.

66.
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historicise and locate resistance within, among others, its

diecursive construction.

To return again to the ways in which African

nationalism has been constructed in different ways and at

different moments within the South African liberation

movement. while gender and class are inscribed in

particular ways that will be elaborated at a later point, it

Idas suggested that the ways in which attempts are made to

found national identities across powerful rural and/or
.traditional, cultures and the ways in which aspects of

these cultures are appropriated needed to be tracked.

Failing to do so allows for an unproblematic 'speaking-fot'

that disguises the interactions, the confrontations and the

overlap between particutar urban, Iiterate and at times,

Western forms of nationalism and rural, oral and indigenous

forms of knowledge and political thought. [At the same time,

it must be noted that this argument in no way suggests the

rural, oral or indigenous as necessarily Pure, unified or

free from dominant and/or colonial inscriptions. Nor that

it exists as an entirely autonomous or seParate sphere. l

A conception of nationalism as always involving the

exercise of cultural power, as HaIl suggestsr6T begins to

open up questions of how hegemony and silencing are

inscribed in the meanings of 'African', 'national',

oppoeitional ways - Eee Rohles l{ and schelling Y, Memory and
Modern!.ty (London, 199r) for different approaches to thig Process.

EaII S et aI, Uodernlty and its Futurea (Bir:uringhan, 1992), 296/29767.
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.nationalism, and for that matter, 'working class'.68

Such an approach would thus begin to point "to the

differences suppressed and the power exercised even as

colonial domination was chaTTeng€d."59 ${y emphasisl It

would aIEo point to the incompleteness of hegemony and the

impossibility of total silence and thus to "the

possibilities of 'hidden transcriPts'... "70

Before ending the discussion on history-as-

mobilieation, the problematic way of separating it from

history-as-Iesson should be pointed out. In this

separation, there is a tendency to see the former as

principally propagandistic and that raises issues of

political methodology whereas history-as-lesson is seen to

be principally didactic, raising issues largely of

educational and historical methodology. Tvfo points need to

be made in this regard. As pointed out previously, most

popular histories are not easily separated into one or the

other and cross over the 'boundaries' at' various points.

However, more pertinently, history-as-Iesson is equally

engaged in the founding of particular identities that are

68. Anderson, Imaglned CommunitJes, Renan E, "Narrating the Nation' in
Shabha ts (ed) Narrating the Nation (London, 1990), EaII, Uodernity
and lts futur€s_and othere thus point to the ways in which a

notion of .the British, is constructed on the basis of the
linguistic and cultural hegemony of a particular southern region
('the unglieh') over scottish, l{e1sh, or rrish cultureg' rn a

different context, a range of feminist theorists raise the ways in
which notionE of .citizenship,, for exanple, are discursively
masculine. Phillips a, ..Univ€raal Pretensions" in Barrett and

rhillips, DeatabllisLng TheorY-
Prakash, "Post-orientaliEt Histories", 390
tsanilton, Authorlng shaka, 65.

69.
70.
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closely and intimately bound to particular and quite
specific politicar positions. This latter point wirr be

developed in Chapters 2 and 3.

A further, and more major, probtem alluded to earlier
is that of 'universalising' history-as-resson or history-as-
mobilisation. tthat happens in this is again a process of
'flattening' that is unabre to register different genres or
modes of expression. In this regard, an example would be

the way in which popular historical conceptions are, at
times, simpry and unprobrematically herd to romanticise or
glorify the past in similar ways to history-as-mobirisation.
What is, in certain cases, hidden by this are the
intersections between memory, life-worrds, orality and the
production of the past.7l Thus, for example, a stress on

continuity functions differently in history-as-mobilisation
from that to be found in orar tradition. of course, this
again is not meant to point to some 'purer, or less
problematic sphere but rather to the need to recognise and

explore different modes and genres of expression.

7L. see debates around izibongo which. although different revolve around
aome of the same concerns. rhe literature is extenEive but as a
sunnary of gome of the debatee see Kromberg S, ,.The RoIe of the
Audience in the Emergence of Durban tlorker lzLbongo, in sienaert E
et aL, oral ftad!,t,ion and Innovations lver4, wine in old Bottleo?
(Durbanr 1991)
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History-as-politics

This brings us to the third version of history as
outlined by schwa.z. that is, the study of history-as-
politics. According to Schwarz:

"[Conceptions] of the past have a hold orlrand -organise, contemp6rary .*"*orilJ androeologi€s... 'We oureelves are shaped bythe past; but trom our vantage p"i"iln thepresent we are continually- re-shaping theptgt which shapes 
- 
us, . wh-at aisilffiishes

!F" third- appioach . . . is the commitrient totne conditions of the production ofhistorical knowledge as a politicalquestion. It . .cenfrally locates- amafcing
histories, and the produc'tion of -Irn"*ories,
as a constituent mbment in the struggleswithin ideology and culture. This is vitalin order t-o understand the activeconstruction 

-of _conceptions of the pasi as acontinual and aefiniig moment fi 'p"iiti""f
t=:Ii::l en.9a9in9. wit,h and aecon^sti""ti"greactj.onary 'memories, and histories.... ifrnclucles as a site of struggle, and thus asproblenaticr popular culfrire- itself . rtstresses the - need to theorise theconnections and disjunctures betweenprofessional or academic- histories ;; thecomplex amalgam of - public ;-"d pi1_6te
'common-aense,- conceptir;;s of the 1."f.,,-zT--

while this approach is itserf not without probrems, it
begins at a number of revers to provide a productive
conceptual framework for exploring popular history.
Firstry, while many academic historiana concede that history
is not written in stone, schwarz's approach praces contest
centre-stage. Thus the process of active construction,
rather than the reconstruction oi historicar.knowredge is
emphasised.

72. Schwarz, ,The people", 95
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Secondly, history-as-politics foregrounds the
positionarity of the historian and thus enables the subject
position and role of the historian to be opened as an

i-urportant question. Again, while 'bias, and

'interpretation' are arlowed by the professionar historical
establishment, positionality is then generally, through a

set of manoeuvres lumped together as 'the historian,s
craft', pushed to the margins as a lesser question. In
south Africa, such an approach wourd demand opening up for
debate the issue alruded to in some popular history articles
about the fact that popurar historians are mostry products

of a "whiter middle-class culture,'73 in ways that
historicise and explore its implications.T4

A problem with this
recognise what Eamilton

approach, though, is its
suggests are the 'limits

73- callinicos, 'The 'Peopre,e pagt,", 58. see craiE rRace, the state,
-.. A Porenic's "(south African historiography; neither confrontg
some of the psychorogical issues invorved in lurainly; whites
writing about themserves and others in a coroniar gociety, nor
e:rploree in much detail the historical irnplications of a
discipline dominated by the dominant." 3G lfootnote 1351

74. De certeaus '...one can, of course, maintain that the personal
status of the author ie a matter of indifference (in relation to
the objectivity of hiE or her work) or that he or she alone
authorises or invalidates the discourse (according to whether he
or she ig 'of it, or not). But thiE debate requires what has been
concealed by an epistemolo€ry, namely, the impact of subject-to-
subject relationahips (men and women, bracks and whiteg, etc) on
the uge of apparently 'neutral, techniques and in the organisation
of digcourses that are, perhaps, eqJuarry scientific. For exampre,
from the fact of the differentiation of the Eexes, must one
concrude that a women produces a .different hiEtoriography from
that of a man? Of course, I do not answer this guestion, but I
do agsert that this interrogation puts the place of the subject in
gueetion and reguireE a treatment of it unrike the epietemorogy
that conEtructed the 'truth, of the work on the foundation of the
speaker,s irrelevance... ( euoted in Scott, ,The Evidence,,, 79gl

failure to

of
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invention.' Eamilton argues that while the link between

history and politics is generally accepted and few would

deny the ways in which political power is inscribed in
historicar interpretation, nev, versions of the past cannot

simpry be imagined and manipurated at whim, as history-as-
politics wourd suggest. Rather, they are constrained and

liurited by previous histories and earlier voices.75

Thirdly, history-as-politics begins to raise the

interaction of professional, academic history and other
forms of historical consciousness. Although, this
conception continues to be framed in a way that arguabry

privileges the former (knowredge) over the ratter (common-

sense), it nonetheless seems to take the debate outside the
hallowed walls of the academy in a way that not only
legitimates other ways of knowing the past but recognises

75. Hanirton, euthorLng siaka. of HobEbawn and Ranger,s use of 'the
invention of tradition,, uamilton suggests: ,.The notion of
'invention' logeg sight of the history of the tradition, of the
way in which the tradition's (or elements of the tradition,s) orrn
past shapes itg present. rt further praces furr contror over
content and for:m in the hands of the .inventorE, - ugually
political elites - and ignores the ways in which their versions of
the past are ehaped by contesting and conflicting versions of the
past. It loses eight of the struggles between existing, often
opposed, bodies of knowredge, and the ways in which such contests
are related to the social conditions which prevail in the worlds
inhabited by their promoters. rt denies the poseibirities of
'hidden transcripts, and .subjugated knowledgesr, and the effects
thege subveraive texts have on the versions of the paet promoted
by thoee with political power. " (65/61
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their interaction and contestation in the writing of
history. T6

A more productive way of picking up on this would seem

to be to recognise ,,mu1tiple locations of historical
know1edgE"77. In this regard, the ,,notion that .academic

history is the rear and onry history, is itserf opened to
study rather than defining the field itserf".78 Again this
highrights the subject-position of the historian and whether

professional hietoriansr can be regarded as "outside the
ideological fray,'79. llore than this, it begins to
challenge their authority in determining not just "the
interpretations ... but ... the terms of resolution,'80 as

well. In other words it removes the privilege of the

academic site in favour of calling attention to the

Procesaes of creation on both sides and thus raises the
relationship between the two as an important area of
exploration and debate.

To summarise then: the recognition of history as active
construction; the centrality of the subject position of the
historian; and the acknowredgement and legitimation of
different ways of 'processing the past' are strong points of
76. rt ehourd be noted that this 'contest, happens not onry between

academic/professionar and other for:ms of historicar knowledge but
within and between those latter formg as we1l.

cohen DW, 'The Production of Histgryo, paper presented to the Fifth
rnternationar Roundtabre in Anthropology and Hietory, paris, 1996,
20

Cohen, "lhe production,, 29
Jenkins, Re-th1nk!,ng, 20
Cohen, .The production.., 45

77.

78.
79.
80.
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what, has been short-handed as history-as-politics. Taking

into account the criticisms and reformulations suggested

above, this approach would seem to provide a productive
franework for understanding popurar history as constructed
within the academic site during the period under review.

It is this approach then that forms the framework for the

rest of the mini-thesis.
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CEAPTER 2: .T'NPAI.ATABLE TRUTBS' AND .POPI'I.AR ET'NGER'

The sense of construction and contestation that framed

history-as-politjcs forms the central thrust of this

chapter. The following review focuses on the issues and

emphases of popular history as conceived by the WHW in the

period under review.l Ar noted before, by the end of the

1980s the conceptions of some of those associated with the

WHW seemed to have shifted significantly. These shifts will

be discussed later in this chapter.

Callinicos represents the first attempt to begin to

define and elaborate an approach to popularisation.

Intended in part, as a survey and way of pulling together a

variety of papers presented at the L984 popular history

conference, "The People's Past"2 points to a number of

issues being raised and debated within and between the

groups who had participated. Issues of language and

translation, audience, history as propaganda or debate,

accountability, the white and middle class nature of most

writers of popular history, are some of the issues raised,
1. leide from a few general remarks, this chapter, and indeed the mini-

thegis aa a whole, focuses on the handful of articles $rhere
positione around popular history have been explicitly and
conEciously advanced. It thus doeg not attempt to explore popular
hietory textg themgelveg. while such an exploration would
undoubtedly be useful, I have felt that the constraints on a mini-
thegis do not allow for the kind of close textual reading that
would be necessary. Further, I would suggest that a more extended
study would not Eubstantially alter the broad Lines of argument
suggested here, although it could aignificantly contribute to an
understanding of how positions are 'operationalised' in texts and
the conteeted and incomplete nature of this ProceEs.

2. callinicos, 'The 'People,s Past"
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all of which suggested an enormously exciting potential for

enquiry.

l{ost of these issues, however, are not followed through

and the conception of popular history that emerges is a

skeletal one:

"Popular history is ultimately Iocated in
the presentt it seeks to examine the
condi€ions on which contemporar.y- dilemmas
and struggle rest, and to trace the orLgl-ns

"i- ""i firticutar capitalist lrorld as far
back as it is necessary to 9o"''

crudely then, this conception suggests present-mindedness as

a necessary conditioni capitalism as the defining

characteristic of South Africa and thus the need for a

broadly class-based approach; and, in its unfolding of

history from past to present, history-as-lesson'

At the s€rme time, though, Callinicos recognises that

not all popular history situates itself within a materialist

framework: indeed she suggests that examples occur right

across the political spectrum. It is, however' class that

enables a distinction between what she describes as 'worker

education, on the one hand, whereas ot'her versions - both

Ieft and right - are referred to as'people',s histoty.'

3. Callinicos, 'The 'People's Past", 54/5
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Finally, although not explicitly raised, 'experience'

operates both as part of Callinicos' conceptual historical

ar*ouryAr is well as a heuristic device.

There is also, fleetinglyr aD attempt to ask what it is

that popularisers in fact do, but beyond an assertion that

popularisation is not just a version of complex historical

research simplified for mass consumption, this argument is

not taken further.

Subsequent articles by Callinicosr5 confirm many of

these earlier conceptions. The two approaches, raised by

the previous article between 'people',s history' and 'worker

education' are further elaborated and remain, fot

callinicos, simply and unproblematically linked to different

political strands: the former to nationalist and popular

movementsl the latter to trade unions and more explicitly

class-based movements. Curiously, although there clearly

have been new issues with which to grapple - popular memory,

folklore, identities are some that are alluded to - these

like others in the previous article remain purely suggestive

and are not consciously developed or even explored.6

But interestingly, she also suggestE that it is through
popularisation it.t tt. divide between structure and agency can be

bridged - see'The'PeoPIe's PaEt' ", 62

callinicosr"PoPularHistory"r"PopularHistoryinachangingsouth
Africa", South African gistorical Journal, 25, 1991

In fairness, it should be noted that in her own work callinicos has

taken gome of thege issues seriously. A comParison of coLd and

workerg l.rohanneeburg, 19S1) and a Place in the city
(Johannesburg, 1993)-for example, shows a far greater engagement

with memory and identity in the latter, as well as a significantly

4

5

6
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Where Callinicos sees her task as drawing together and

making sense of different strands, Bozzoli eschews this

'fairmindedness' for a more aggressive sty1e. In her hands,

popular history is yet another arena to demonstrate both the

theoretical sterility of structuralism and the bankruptcy of

nationalism. Indeedr "Intellectuals, AudLences and

ELstorLes"T remains largely trapped within this project and

a number of useful and perceptive points are lost as they

fall outside of this hegemonising narrative.s

Related to the above point, much of Bozzoli's article

is concerned with the importance of developing a class-based

approach to popular history in the face of what she sees as

a popular culture that "[tendsJ to engender and sustain

ideologies of a nationalist, populist, 'motherist-', or

racially-defined characteE."9 For intellectuals working

within historical materialism, then, the central problem is

how to *...conv€|... class analysis to audiences who define

themselves firstly in racial or ethnic terms, and only

secondly or even thirdly in class terms."10

7

8

different way of narration. Hog these aEpectE affect the overall
fraspwork within which she worke remains debatable in the absence
of a cloger etudy. It would be my contention that there is a

greater degree of interpretive openness lthat is associated as
well with a political re-positioningl but that Callinicog remaing
fairty comfortably within the bounds of the historical methodology
espoused by the wnw.

BozzoLL, "Intellectuals", 1990
In particular in relation to rural/urban and issues of orality and
language - aee BozzoLL, "rntellectuals",

BozzoLL, "Intellectuals', 239
BozzolLr'Intellectuals', 239

9.
10.
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The issue of independent' vs 'organisationally-

bound'11 intellectuals is a further major concern of

BozzoLL,g and she argues strongly for the importance of

,,remaining relatively, if not absolutely, independent."12

This BozzoLL suggests is necessary in order not to dilute

the commitment to historical materialism, as well as being a

mechanism to attract and establish links with a variety of

groupings for whom political alignment may well be a

problem.

This commitment to the independence of intellectuals,

although not explicitly elaborated, underpins much of Wi"tz'

approach in the Tfrite Iour oIilD Eistory Project (WYOHP).13

The role of the popular historian in this project is seen

not so much as the active producer of history but rather as

a facilitator for popular history production. In other

words, the popular historian would "give ordinary people the

historical tools to engage with the past; to emPower

ordinary people to become producers of their own

history rr 14

11. rhi ig in fact Callinicos, formulation - or at least one that she

con iatently uged. Although ehe herself geemed to develoP a

of sympathy to the poe ition of the'organisationally-bound'
Ilectual, the counter-Pos ing of independent/bound usefully

del the debate aE seen from the wEw PersPective. outside
circlee, the debate was repreeented as one of

tac ountability' . For more on this debate, Naidoo J " speech to
uealth and safety conferenceh, south African Labour Bu

3,1987
Bozzo]-L, "rntellectualg", 248
See tlitz, write Your own and witz, "The wYoH Project"
witz, "The wYoH Project', 378

Iletin, L2,

L2.
13.
14.
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This process of developing the capacity of grouPs to

write their own histories is framed broadly by several

interlocking (although sometimes uncomfortably) concerns.

In the first place, and most importantly, the wYoHP sought

to develop and nurture an aPproach that emphasised "a

crit,ical engagement with the past."15 The importance of

such an aPProach, it is suggested, is that it goes beyond

competing claims about how best to represent the past, to

enabling those traditionally 'outside history' to make those

determinations themselves. In other words, engaging with

the past critically is a route to empowerment'

Secondlyratapedagogiclevelrandcloselyrelatedto
the above point, the wYoHP situates itself within a

participatory educational model in which "..the underlying

premise tis] that learning is not the filling of empty

vessels but, rather, the mobilisation of the vast resources

and skills people have at their disposal, which have not yet

found expression. "15

ThirdlyrbYengagingcriticallywiththepastnotonly

will .ordinary people, be empowered in terms of skill and

understanding but this Process will enable a different and

deeper kind of resistance to emerges

"South Africans are start
writing history will give

ing to realise that
them power, 'Power

wLtz, "The wYots Project', 377
vll1cz, "The wYoH Project" '380/L

15.
16.
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to understand, power t-g resist and Poriler to
work towards change . t nJ-t

Implicit in this is the conception that a critical
understanding of historical processes is associated with the

capacity to transform history itself.

Although there are a number of differences in emphasis

and, at times, conceptionr dn attempt to synthesise their
work would suggest three main concerns framing the WHW

approach to popularisation: a conscious commitment to
transmitting class-based approaches; the centrality of

experience as both method and tool; and the need to engage

criticalty with the past.18

In the next section, this chapter begins to engage with

some of the issues raised above. In so doing, it makes no

attempt to comprehensively work through the contributions

outlined above; rather it fairly explicitly roves through

and raids them in trying to capture or illuminate particular

positions and debates.

L7.
18.

wllcz, ,The WYOH Project" 387
Differences in emphasis can be seen in the way in which, although
sharing, and indeed placing greater emphasis on history aE a
critical discipline, the conceptions underlying the wYoHP project
differ in some respects. For example, the game didacticism is not
evident and there ie a greater fluidity around medium and open-
endedness towards Marxism.
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Acadeuic excellence, rigor and popular history

As suggested above, Callinicos begins to take issue

with those for whom popularisation is little more than

sinplification.

" [Popular] history can be a rigorous
discipline in its own right... the writers
of popular history have to be particularly
scrupulous in researching sources and
analysing them mainly because the
populariser has a responsibility to pursue
careful and thoughtful scholarship on behalf
of readers who do not have the resources to
follow up the research, but also because,
Iike academic radical scholarship, their
work is apt to be subje-cted to sharp attacks
by hostill critics... i19

This conception of the popular historian as original,
innovative and rigorous reflects, in many ways, a major

concern of popular history as it, located itself or at

Ieast intersected - in the late 1970s and early 1980s within

academic discourses. This insertion was not without

tension or effect in defining and shaping in significant
ways some of popular history's trajectories.

At the outset, this discussion needs to be inserted

into a broader process and politics in which critiques of

the bourgeois university during the late 1970s gave way to

struggles to transform, if not the institution, then some of

its spaces. In unmasking the supposed disinterestedness and

neutrality of the university, left intellectuals claimed a

legitimacy for a different, kind of interest and a different
19. Callinicoe, "The 'peop1e,s past,., 57
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kind of scholarship. Ca1linicos,s assertion that "the task

of the writers of 'people,s, and workers histories to start
from the need to understand and directly confront not the

past for its own sake, but present day situations and

problems"2o, should then be seen as part of this struggle.

It goes almost without saying that this challenge was

net by academia in general and the historical profession in
particular with a great deal of unease, scepticism and,

sometimes, outright hostility. Against this, the careful

arguing by Callinicos and others2l asserted that

popularisation was not just a version of complex historical
research simplified for mass consumption but involved

innovative and original research, a mastery of a range of

different kinds of knowledge - Ianguage, media, pedagogics,

and so on - and an ongoing and intensely demanding

engagement with its consumers.

It is partially this attempt to win real academic

legitimacy for popularisation that perhaps explains the

outrage around Bloch's more assertively activist notions, in
particular his assertion that in the context of a mass

uPsurge,

"History is called upon to directly service
the ongoing drive, and increasingly
conscious interventions , of the IIIEISS€s. . . .

20.
2t.

Callinicos, "The 'People,s Past,", 55
See for example Bloch, "Popularising"; Edgar R, "writing Because
They choee the PIan of cod' and wells J, "Bringing women out of
the Fog" both in Perepectiveg in Education, voL L2, 1.
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while this cannot supplant traditional
academic modes of histollcal research and
debate .... criteria of .academic
excellence' are, perhaps, only secondary tothe task of integrating a historlcal
consciousness in thg daily lives of the
oppressed majority . "22

The sharp exchange that Broch's comments occasioned -
in particurar, the response by Bozzori in seeking to defend

the integrity of the historical profession by asserting the
historian's craft as some sort of tarisman against 'populist
excess' - brought to the fore a process crosely connected to
the perceived need for accuracy. For, if the popurariser was

forced to be extremely cautious and rigorous because of an

often hostile academic scrutiny, that was onry one side of
the equation; the other side was that the popurariser wourd

in making poputarisation more paratable to the academic

comutunity at large, stick to at least some of the rules of
the game.23

22. Bloch, 'Popularieing,, L/2. aside from the above, his clear
political partisanship and his perceived slide into relativism -
adnittedly major differences - there ig in fact a considerable
amount of cosunon ground between Bloch, callinicos and other wHw
conceptione. Theee would include that the starting point of
popular history is the presenti that history 'from below, and the
category of 'experience, connect powerfully with popular
consciougness and thus are aIEo heuristically useful; that a
participatory approach to learning is essentiali and, finally,
that a critical engagement with the past can transform not only
higtorical undergtanding but action as hrell.

23. f'm not euggesting an explicit and conscious 'horse-trade, but more
that the porrer of the institution and the discipline are not
inconeiderable and without effect. Another obviouely important
factor in establishing academic credibility relates to, in the end
unsuccessful, attempts to get poputar historieg established as
accredited publications .
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Thus, for the WHW a commitment to popularisation has

never meant letting go of the idea that historical
production is a highly skilled enterprise and articles in
the RHR are peppered with comments about 'the craft', 'the
guild', 'critical historicat skills' and so forth. While

some of these issues will be picked up later, it should also

at this stage be noted that the notion of the historian,s
craft worked alongside a related but different process

whereby a line was drawn between 'peop1e,s history, and

'worker education,.

As suggested earlier, Callinicos asserts that within
the long tradition of popular history, two strands are

identifiable: the one, 'people,s history,, is for her

clearly linked to popular and multi-class perspectives and

nationalist movements, while worker,s education is
associated with class-based analyses and organisations,
especially the trade unions.24 While Callinicos commends

the 'sensitivity, of 'people,s history, r25 in WHW

conceptions'people's history' is generally characterised

as romantic, triumphalist, seeking to rouse the masses

emotion, and in this sense is principally ideological26 in
short, clearly not, what the WHW productions were about.
24. Callinicos, "The 'people,e past,.', see especialty 50/L. The cPsA

aa "proponents of ta] popular a1liance" faII into the category of
'people,E history, - see 60

25. callinicos, ,,The people,s past", 51
26. ln Witz' formulation, ,.the content of the history being promoted

!'raE generally an uncritical , romanticised view of the past to
achieve political goals." witz, unpublished draft, "The Write Your
own Higtory project.,, 1989, I
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Worker's educationr oR the other hand, was given infinitely

more impeccable credentials in its evocation of discussion,

critique and rationality.2T Thus the figure of the readers

who have no resources of their own to check on t'he

historian's accuracy. Again clearly this process enabled

the WEW to distance themselves from what the academic

community viewed with some distaste, and to assert an

impartial and principally educational approach more in line

with the functions and role of a university.

This distinction between people's history and worker

education needs also to be seen as part of a claim to

hegemony that will be covered in the next chapter. While

situating itself within the supposedly 'long tradition of

popular historyr' but at the same time separating itself on

the basis of its materialist and critical approach, the WHW

lays claim to both political but more importantly radicaT

credentials.

The process of demarcation outlined above relates

cloeely to and criss-crosses a number of other issues in

particular, conceptions of 'audiences't the positionality of

both historian2s and the discipline itself.

27. callinicos' formulation of what ie needed is "the expansion of
concepts and a developing of the deductive processeE of reasoning,
which are facilitated by referring to empirical work examined in
history." Callinicos, "The People's Past", 51

28. Eg the 'bound/ unbound, intellectuale debate
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Audiences, 'tagte' and 'the f ace of oooular indi ooeition'

The "... development of a PoPuIar taste, indeed, a

hunger, for an alternative version of the past"29 is the

dominant representation of 'the audience' throughout this

period. At the same time, however, much of the literature

is concerned to explicate on who and what this audience or

rather audiences is about and what the implications of

this are for popular historians. While Callinicos's

assertion that "[more] than in any other craft, it is the

audience that shapes the content"30 is arguably way off

mark, it captures to some extent the search for connection,

for greater effectivity and, above aII, for a meaningful

insertion into popular consciousness.

It is this last mentioned aspect - the ability of

popular histories to impact on and be absorbed by audiences

- that in many way frames the discussions around audiences.

For Bozzoli, there is a need to "provide the already

conscientised masses with [the] greater self-insight and

understanding"3l th"t the new revisionist history offers.

This 'self-insight and understandingr' however, is clearly

meant to work against popular historical conceptions in a

way that refracts people's experience as class experience.

29. Witz and tsamilton, ..Reaping the Whirlwind", 5i See also Bundy C,
,An Image of its Orrn PaEt: Towards a Comparison of American and
South African Historiography" in Radical History Review, No 464/7,
1990, for Eimilar metaphors

callinicoe L, "Report: 'The People's HiEtory workshop', university
of the Witwatersrand, February 1987", PersPectives in Education,
10, Lr 1988r 86

BozzoLLr "rntellectualg", 242

30.

31.
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Bloch, writing outside of the WHW, is concerned to develop

an approach that works with identity and situates learners

as "products of processes - as people with roots ....by

enabling them to see themselves as bearers of specific

traditions, thus as carrying historical responsibility".32

If Bozzoli's and to a lesser degree Bloch's 'audiences'

are Passive, those of the WYOHPT oD the other hand, are cast

in far more active terms and the WYOHPT EIS already

suggested, aims to 'empower ordinary people' to write their

own histories. However, even in those versions that cast

'audiences' as active, they all continue to assume that

while there may well be a sense in which people Possess a

consciousness, there is, as was suggested in Chapter Lt

outside of this another more real and more complex

history.33 Access to this history can be either in a ready-

made and popularised form or via entry to the specialised

and privileged craft of historical production. Within this

conception, sophistication and complexity end up invariably

on the historian's side of the equation rather than being

32.
33.

Bloch, "Populariging,', 3/4
while this ie cotnmon to virtually all of popular history - indeed
it can be said to form its founding moment - it is perhaps most
evident in Bozzoli's discuesion which posits a remarkable
separation between audiences and intellectualg. While audiences
can be 'already conscientieed" (24Lr, assertive, live lindeed,
even drunkt ), they exist almost as a playground for competing
intellectuals and again it is the craft and integrity of the
profeesional historians that protecte against '. . . the
glorification of oppositional and revolutionary movements, and the
elevation of heroee"(253), that is perpetrated by those 'other
intellectualg,. A11 in "Intellectuale"
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recognised as a particular language or mode of thought.34

Indeed, even where consciousness or understanding is held to

be complex, there is an implicit inference that popular

history and historians are able to offer something that

'audiences' lack or need to be made fully conscious and thus

the effect remains the privileging of the academic site . A

further effect is that this approach precludes an

exploration of the interaction between different modes of

discourse and the ways in which such interaction is criss-

crossed with power and positionality.

However, arising from these apprehensions of a 'real',

more sophisticated history, much of the discussion around

audiences throughout the period attempts to situate itself

on the need, at one level, to 'know' the audience and, at

another level, around issues of accessibility.35 Tho"

34. on this: "AI1 propaganda or popularieation involves a putting of
the complex into the simple, but guch a move is instantly
decongtructive, for if the corrplex can be put into the simple,
then it ig not ae complex as it seemed in the first place; and if
the simple can be an adequate medium of such complexity, then it
cannot, after aII, be as simple as all that. A mutual transference
of qualities between simple and complex takeg place, forcing ug to
reviee our initial estimate of both terms and to ponder the
poesibility that a translation of one into the other was made
poeeible only by virtue of a secret complicity between them. . . "
Eagleton T, "The critic as clo$rn" in Nelson & Grossberg, Marxism
and... 619

35. An intereeting area to explore iE that of the intersection between
different discoursee and practices. rn part, popularisation
cannot be apprehended without an understanding of how it connected
to other diEcourses such as participatory learning and
emPowerment; conscientisation and Freireian approaches to
pedagogy; understandings of media and ideology; political
education, and go forth. some of these circulated largely within
academic circlesi others within emerging popular organisationg.
The ways in which these varioue ideas and discourses are
appropriated into popularisation is often uncomfortable and
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various writers note the complex and divided nature of the

society and the effects of this in understanding the nature

of its audiences. This highlighted issues such as the

divisions between urban and rural; workers and youth, as

well as other divisions around race, ethnicity and gender.

In this sense, audiences are generally 'read off' a broader

theory of society and fairly mechanistically follow the

schisms and tension lines of those discourses, in particular

those of a class discourse. Thus, while other issues

such as orality and literacy; popular memory and its forms

and genres - are also raised, they are seldom followed

through.

In relation to accessibility, much discussion was

generated around issues of language's suitability; issues of

presentation and visual imagery; participation and feedback.

There was litt1e discussion about accessibility as it
applies t,o the populariser.36 This importantly would open

an area about the relationship between language and popular

discourse and the extent to which 'the audience/s's' life-

world is transparent to popularisers.3T Instead, in the

contradictory. I|.or exanple, what are the connections/ non-
connections between'participatory ]earning,,'the historian's
craft' and 'the politically correct line'?

35. An exception is Bonner,s input in the 1990 workshop and Hamilton'E
article both of which are picked up towards the end of this
chapter - see Hamilton, 'Academics and the craft" -

37. Hanilton, 'Academice and the craft" makes a similar point:
"Evaluation of and engagement with powerful forms of popular
hietorical knowledge outside of 'western' scientific discourse
demands of academic historians familiarity with the circumstances
of the production of that knowledge, its intellectual lineage, its
tropes and nodalities, indeed the very conception of 'history' on
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quest for effective popularisation' the gaze remains fixed

on.knowingtheaudience,anddiscussionsmorecomfortably
centred around language level and pitch; graphics and

design.

,
,

Asnotednotallpopularhistorianscast.theaudience,

in the role of passive recipients' In particular' it was

suggested that the WYOHP operated within a framework of

empowerment and aimed to mobilise "the vast resources and

skills ['ordinary people'] have at their disposal'"38

However, while this conception may well see a somewhat

different role for participants' its notions of history

remainfixed.Specifically'itremainsconcernedtotransmit

aparticularapproachtohistory-thatwhichwould,'promote

a critical engagement with the past"'39 Again within this

approach the process of demarcation and assertion of

disciplinary rules noted in an earlier section is evident

andthusthequestionremainsofwhethercontrolofthe

'means of historical production' have indeed been

transferred.

which it is baeed.' (128)' Although PerhaPs implicit in this

comnent she does not sPec ificallY draw at'tention to the fac t that

thig is guestionable until historians begin to acceEs non-rnglish

38.
39.

languages I

witz, "The wYoH Project", 381

tlLtz, "fhe wYoH Project", 377
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This need for a 'criticaT engagement with the past' is

central to much of the literature on popular history . In

the conceptions that underpin callinicos, Bozzoli and

Bonner,s approach, for example, the critical approach that'

is to be transmitted is principally a class-based one' Not

only are academics - and quite explicitly white academics

portrayed as the privileged bearers of the Marxist tradition

and thus able to interpret the working masses 'true

experienc.-, t critical thinking operates in fact as a simile

for l,larxism but a selective one on two scores '

Firstly, those working in the area marked off as

.people,s history, are almost definitionally excluded from

the category Marxism. secondly, not all Marxisms are

appropriate for the task of transforming national into class

consciousness and it is here that what BozzoLL sees as the

inherent superiority of the WHW approach is apparent. While

other Marxisms may well be "culturally vacant"40, social

history is able to ,'[enrich] and [make] relevant the

categories of historical materia}ism... "41 by locating them

within "culture, experience and community ..." '42 Thus, in

BozzoLL's view, popular history becomes yet another arena to

demonstrate the bankruptcy of the national-popular and the

alleged theoretical sterility of structuralism and another

way of building the hegemony of the social historians.

40.
41.
42.

BozzoLL, "rntellectua1s",
BozzoLL, "rntellectuals",
BozzoLL, "rntellectua1s",

260
26L
250
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The wYotsP remains similarly franed by its concern for

the "uncritical, romanticised view of the past"43 adopted in

many popular histories and felt that " [crudely] Put, the

debate was whether the history produced tis] a critical or

romantic representation of the past."44 In addition, there

are at, least two major and, it will be argued, related

positions that underlie both conceptions of 'engaging

criticatly with the past.' The first is the notion of 'the

craft, of doing historical work; the second that of the

quintessentially independent and critical historian.

As pointed out previously, the sign of the historian's

craft is central to those poPular productions situating

themselves within academic discourses. Unlike some of the

versions which drew vivid and alarming Paralle1s with brain

"urg"orr"45, 
the WYOHP asserted the possibility of 'barefoot

historians, and was thus committed to "giving ordinary

people the historical tools to engage with the past"46'

These barefoot historians "would engage with the past

critically by examining a variety of sources, detecting

43. Wltcz L, rough draft for "The WVOA froject", 2 Paradoxically,
I{yoEp drew fairly extensively from British popular histories
themselvee had been attacked for 'romanticism' and 'nostalgi

the
which

ar-

44.
45.
46.

see, for exanple, the eEaaya in samuel n 1ed), People's History
and socialist Theory llondon, 1981). However, it should perhaps

be noted that these historieg focussed specifically on working
clagg life and presumably this emphasis enables their inclusion in
the wyoHP. whatever, the reaaon, it remains an interesting
ambiguity.

\llt.;z, rough draft "The wYoH Ptoiect", 2

Plenary gesgion discusging Bloch's PaPer at the 1990 wHw'

Witz, "The wYoH Project", 378
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bias, and evaluating evidence"4T and the project thus set

out to explore the research and writing skills needed "to

craft their respective histories".48

The particular skills identified - "making notes,

chronological sequencing, defining questions, conducting

interviews, and evaluating evidence"49 - are themselves

instructive. SkiIIs in this conception are seen as being

technical and neutral issues; similarly, in almost all

versions, despite operating within a framework that

recognises the bias of all histories and historians, the

role of the populariser as well is almost always perceived

at the level of skill as some sort of technical input

person.so There is thus no sense in which the particular

package of skills outlined embodies a particular kind of

history (not just guild history, but social history - such a

package could equally, for example, be replaced by theory,

structure, conjuncturel5l, nor that the trainer has an

interested stake in defining these skills. More

substantively, 'skills' and the idea of history as a craft

ground history in a veneer of scientificity. The skills that

are required to produce history do not, on the one hand,

include 'imagination', 'creativity' or any such criteria
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

WL1:z, 'The wYoH Project", 378
Witz, "The wYoH Project", 380
witz, "The wYoH Project", 380
ror thie at work, see particularly wLt-z, rough draft
Sfurilar1y, see Keith Jenkin, Re-thinking, who usefully explodes the
unhistoricised 'heartland conceptg, of history - time, evidence,
empathy, cauEe and effect, continuity and change - as having only
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that unmask the extent to which history is equally a process

of creating and making storiesi nor do they begin to pose

the kinds of skills participants may Possess in relation to

other ways of processing the Past.

Two kind of results flow from an aPproach that while

supposedly focussing on issues of hist,orical production,

does so largely within the terms of the academic discipline.

In the first place, it not only transmits and reproduces a

particular kind of approach to historys2 bot masks this

transmission and the Particular interests of which such an

approach is part.

In the second instance, it again operates effectively

to draw lines, to validate particular aPProaches while

excluding others variously as emotionalism/ propaganda/

triumphalism/ hagiography. It shoutd be clear by now, that

this process of demarcation includes both other popular

history productions - the 'people's history' of Callinicos's

formulation - as weII as the forms of popular understanding

and consciousness against which 'critical historians' must

work. Thus Bozzoli is able to says

"It should not be assumed that just because
black culture contains its own versions of
history .. o. that these versions are

52

been around since the 1970s and owe more to educational thinking
at the time than historical thinking.
,[The] tranemission of a certain type of historical culture... so

that what ig crucial is that, within the academic articulation of
that preference, you begin to copy such academics effectively. At
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necessarily vatid. Often popular versions of
the black past consist of myths about
classless precapitalist society, and= the

"ipi"it" of'r,r*"ioot heroic ar"at, men."53

lrlarking off myth from history also results in a failure

to recognise or even entertain the possibility that its own

approach may too create and use its own myths. In this way

then, some myths become 'history'; others merely propaganda

or anecdotes. More than this, its appeal to validity

suggests that some neutral and objective criteria exist

whereby histories can be measured and that such measurement

is above contestations4 thus again masking its own

positionality and the extent to which it, too, is engaging

in the construction of political subjects.

Further, and to repeat and re-emphasise an earlier

point, such views impose a particular conception of what

history is/should be against which other versions are to be

measured. Thus different views or debates about how the past

is represented or constructed are effectively closed off and

the ability to interrogate other ways of rePresenting the

past is lost. Rather, a particular view is naturalised and

validated. Above aII, though, the linking of a 'critical

approach' with the notion of 'the historian's craft' places

not just the definition but the terms of resolution in the

53.
54.

thege levels ... you are being inducted into a specific type of
diecourse', JenkinE, Re-thinking, 53
Bozzoli., 'Intellectuals', , 263
"The production of history, aa discouree, is clearly about more
than the construction of the'true account'... It is a discourse
engaged in struggles for power, deference, and ProPerty." cohen,
'Production of History", 64
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hands of the academy. Thus, in the end, it is the expert

historian who is able to define and control what is regarded

as properly critical.

FinaIIy, following similar procedures,'critical'

frequently operates in tandem with the principle of the

independence of the historian. Thus BozzoLL asserts the

importance of "remaining relatively, if not absolutely,

independent"55 and in response to debates around the limits

of academic work asks: "Would we abandon our class analysis

for the sake of popularity? And what would happen to our

independence as intellectuals if we took such a course?"55

Again, the joining of the two, 'class' (or 'critical

engagement') and 'independence', serves to link them in a

way that implies that without independence - a privileged

and desirable state - there can be no critical approach.

Obviously the issues of accountability and independence

are complicated and important ones but the ability to engage

in debate around such issues is marked by the terms in which

the debate is set up. Far from arguing against critical

approaches, what is being suggested is the need to open

'critical' to multiple meanings - or at the very least, to

recognise that this claim is a politicaT one, a partisan one

both in relation to the discipline and more broadly. A11

too often, a criticat attitude is conflated with criticism

55.
55.

BozzoLL, "rntellectualg", 248
BozzoLL, "Intellectuals" t 248
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of particular, largely political positions or moments and is

used, at the same time, to defend and hegemonise others.

'rndioeetltrtlttrr' and 'h i nt-orrr, g netil 'ativee'

Yet, despite aII attempts to make history 'accessible"

to create 'critical thinkers' and despite the 'hunger for

history', by the end of the L980s it was apparent that
,'[while] the ideas of the revisionist historians were

rapidly becoming hegemonic within the academies, they were

enjoying a more limited success among the masses of ordinary

people."57 Audiences, while they seemed to eat with great

relish, chose to digest more selectively and, much to the

dismay of some historians, "IracialJ oppression Iremained]

... the central focus of anti-apartheid struggles, despite

their strong anti-capitalist rhetoric."58

while some popular historians cont,inued to grapple

around this and re-explored notions of indigestibility and

accessibitity, others began asking a different set of

questions that to a large degree began to question the wHW's

popularisation project if not its political agendas. Thus

Bonner suggests that popular historians' attention was

perhaps misplaced and that " Iconcern] with language level

and the liberal use of visual material ... may be to

witz and Hanilton, "ReaPing the whirlwind', 7

witz and Eanilton, "ReaPing the whirlwind', 7
57.
58.
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misapprehend the notion of accessibility".s9 Instead, he

suggests that ,'in the face of popular indisposition"50

popularisers need to engage with the "guite different

notiong of causality and languages of explanation that

prevail in popular understanding"6l.

Bonner, however, remains committed to the need for

popular historians to "Ifeed] in unpalatable truths"62 and

his answer to recalcitrant audience's is to motivate

historians to persist in "presenting what people in the

short run don,t want to hear ... [because] misdiagnoses

result in wrong solutions.'63 In order to succeed, he

suggests that ideas may be more permeable if

"appropriate images are used, which-resonate
,ili, pbpular knoiledge. Recallin-g. Gramsci's
emptra-si-s on the -'granite solidity' of
polular culture and popular beliefs, Bonner
io'"it" that historiani hay have to recogn+s9
iuch features as indLpendent material
f actors in struggles as thLy. develop .on the
ground, and t-q draw them into therr own
6xplanations. "64

A different response to the seeming impasse that

popular history had reached is one which begins to work

interestingly around the nature of critical history. Thus

in a 1991 paper, WLl-z and Hamilton present a slightly more

59. ltanilton'a Eurlmary of Bonner in Hamilton, "Academicg and the
craft', L26
Hanilton, "Acadenicg and the craft", L26
Hanilton, "Academics and the craft", L26
Bonner in Hamilton, "Academics and the Craft', L26

In Hanilton, "Academics and the craft", L26

Eanilton, 'Academics and the craft', 126'

50.
51.
62.
63.
64.
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conflictual and internally divergent approach to the issue

of 'critical history' than had characterised earlier WHW

conceptions and they argue that the very contestation of

history in South Africa has led to "a readiness to look not

simply at 'the facts, but also at the lvriters and producers

of history-"55 This 'readiness' indicates a potential

'paradigmatic shift' in which

"evidence and the histofy of knowledge about
the past, are beginning\.to become the very
cont6nt bt histoiy's n-ew narrativ€. . . ' The
challenge for prbducers of history must
be... t6 reflecf this latest shift " ' and,
through a focus on evidence and the process
of history production, to oPen uP the
channels -of - contestation.... Such an
approach will emPower -readers to read a
tri'story in its - particular social and

f"iiti8"I context, a-nd thereby help to. build
a future democratic South efrica through
iulf participation in decision-makingr-
through- qu"riioning, understanding, and
critical dLbate."66 [My emphasis]

However, while its focus on the production of history

potentially moves popular history out of purely academic

productions into the intersections of such histories with

both indigenous and other 'alternative' histories, its focus

on evidence suggests that this conception is still tied in

important ways to guild history. Thus despite their

enormously suggestive comment about the ways in which oral

memories and indigenous productions of knowledge are

suppressed and displaced "through the assertion of the

Hanilton, 'Academics and the craft", 18

Hanilton, "Academics and the craft", 20
65.
66.
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scientific accuracy of western thought"67, they then proceed

to repeat that move through their assertion of history as

evidence and debate.

This version of critical history is at times associated

with a view that interprets contestation as argument.63

l{here critical history focuses on awakening a questioning

and sceptical attitude, history-as-argument emphasises the

capacity for 'audiences' to use evidence in choosing and

constructing their own historical arguments. Superficially,

then history-as-argument can be seen to begin to open

history more explicitly to contestation and further to

focus on transforming the notion of a passive and consuming

'audience, into an active and intentional role. Indeed,

this version, similar to the Witz and Hamilton version

above, sometimes goes as far as to suggest a capacity to

open different forms of historical production and approaches

to 'processing the past' themselves to debate'59

At a number of levels though, this conception differs

Iittle from earlier versions of 'critical history"

Firstly, history-as-argument clearly functions within the

67.
68.

witz & Hanilton, "Reaping the whirlwind", 5

see e8pecially, cornell c and tlitz L, "The Debate continues:
Critical perapectives on the Development of the History I
Curriculum at the University of the Western CaPe", Paper presented
at the South African Association for Academic Development, l'tf,C,

Bel1vi1Ie,1993
'The debates algo have the potential to develop different historieE
with different rules... For instance, debates could become a

forun where etorytelling ie developed, or where argtrments about
different forme Lf ni"tory and historiana are contested." CorneII
and tfitz ,,The Debate Continues", L76 (Conference Proceedingsl

59.
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sane disciplinary rules outlined above (again, particularly

the rules of evidence and interpretation). secondly, bY

glossing contestation as argument, it limits the meaning of

contestation in the direction of an epistemology based on

the supposed opposition of rationalLty/ irrationality,

LogLc/ emotion, history/ myth and so on. In this regard, it

needs to be seen as part of those discourses that are deeply

part of a 'cartesian epistemotogy' and needs thus to be

interrogated for its 'white', 'western' and 'male' bias'70

FinaIIy, as suggested above, its willingness to debate

issues of historical production, far from oPens the rules of

its own disciplinary procedures for debate in a

dieinterested way. On the contrary, it quite clearly

reaffirms the dominance of the former by holding its

procedures for the construction of knowledge as the 'ground'

on which the contest is supposed to occur. In this sense,

it can be said to appropriate and subjugate other ways of

knowing the past to the terms of 'guild history"

The above chapter has been concerned to draw out a

number of processes critical to an understanding of popular

history within South Africa in the period under review.

These processes point to the ways in which the specific
70. See again Philtips, "Universal Pretensions"' At

though, needg to be a Process of seeing how such
suppoeedly'indigenouE' and frequently sinilarly

the same time
approaches meet
masculine

discourses.
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location within the universities and the agreement to work

within the disciplinary boundaries of academic history

interacted and intersected with each other to form a

particular and dominant approach to popular history. This

approach involved, among other thingsr 8D insistence on the

absolute primacy and correctness of class (more narrowly,

WHW conceptions of class) and it is suggested that asserting

this approach involved an exiling both of what was termed

.peoplers history, as well as popular historical conceptions

and knowledge.

More than this, academic conceptions of popular history

in the period under review have generally proceeded and

reaffirmed disciplinary boundaries. At the same time, there

has increasingly been a recognition of the need to open the

discussion to new directionsr €rD important one of which has

been to begin questioning the absolute authority of the

academic texts themselves. Thus Hofmeyr and HamiltonTl

suggest that more than Bonner,s simple notion of popular

consciousnesa, there are instead different ways of

processing the past and thus different forms of popular

knowledge.

Hofmeyr thus refers to the "appropriateness, nuance and

1ogic"72 of such forms while Hamilton argues that an

acknowledgement of ,,the strength and complexity of forms of

Hofmeyr and Banilton, both in Hanilton, 'Academics
ttanilton's stltmnary of Hofmeyr, Hamilton, "Academicg

and the Craft',
and the craft",7t.

72.
L27
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popular knowledge raises ... questions about the very

essence of the popularisation project as conceptualised and

promoted by History Workshop"73. Challenging the conception

of the audience as 'consumers' and the historians as

producerB of a privileged and superior form of knowledge,

Hamilton suggests rather that "the 'audience' "' are

themselves actively engaged in the production of knowledge

about the past ... making use of their own elaborate

discourses for debating the meaning of history, culture and

society. "74

At the same time, thoughr ds suggested earlier, this

direction itself is not without problems and even where the

production of history has become the focus of contestation,

there has been a tendency for popularisation to remain bound

and circumscribed by the rules and procedures of guild

history.

ttanilton, "Academice and the craft",
Hanilton, "Academicg and the craft",

73.
74.

L27
L27
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CEAPIER 3:'INADEQUATE PROGRESSIONS'

In 1990, the prestigious American Radical History

Review published a special issue on South African

historiographyrl focussing largely on the achievements of

the social historians, in particular those associated with

the Wits History Workshop. The centre-piece of this issue

was an important review article written by two leading

academics of the WHW, Belinda BozzoLL and Peter Delius,

outlining developments in radical South African

historiography over the previous two decades. This

reconstruction (some would argue construction) of the

radical tradition provoked something of an outburst among

both liberal and radical South African historians, with the

South Afrlcan ElstorLcal ilournal devoting a special issue to

responser.2

Briefly, BozzoLL and Delius suggest that, while its

roots are to be found in a set of earlier historical

interpretationsr3 contemporary radical history in South

Africa emerges as a composite of different historiographical

strands that developed in the 1970s and 1980s. Specifically

it represents a 'coming together' of "revisionist, Iocalist
RadlcaJ, fii'tory Revl-ew, 46/7, winter 1990.
south AfrLcan Historical Journal, 24, 1991. see alEo south African
fllstorical ,routnal, 27, 1992 and sout} efrican Review of Books,
Uayl,Iune 1991, for further responEea.

These interpretations they euggest are to be found in black writers
such as Plaatje, Mo1ema and soga; intellectualg associated with
the cPsAi similarly thoge attached to the NEUM; and, finally, a
'form of eocial democratic thought' inplicit in the work of

1

2

3
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and Africanist concerns to develop a more 'decolonised'

scholarship, which questioned imported categories and

metropolitan paradigms. "4

There are three dominant motifs organising the account

given by Bozzoli and De}ius. The first is that of exile and

the importance of internationat intellectual and political

trends in explaining the paradigmatic shift in South African

studies. The second is that of internal political

developments and it has been suggested that the relationship

of scholars to the debates surrounding these has been "close

and important. "5 The third (and, it may be added,

privileged) motif is that of indigenisation. While a range

of historians6 have commented on the interweaving of

international teft-wing thought and internal political

struggles in the development of radical historiography, the

strong claim to indigenisation is perhaps unique to the

BozzoLL and Delius piece.

Yet it is precisely this claim that has been challenged

by Clifton Crais who suggests that, fat from being

profeesional historians, Macmillan and De Kiewet. Bozzo]-i and

Deliue, 'Radical HietorY", 14-15
4. BozzoLL and Delius, "Radical History", 34

5. Ereund B, ,Past hperfect" in South African Review of Books,
December 1988/ January 1989, 9

5. see for exa.nple saunders C, The tlaking of the south African Past:
Nalot lt!,storLana on Race and class (caPe Tovrn, 1988); Smith Kr-The
changlng Paet: Trends ln south Aftican Hietorical wtiting,
(Johannesburg 1988)i Marks S, "The Historiography of south Africa:
Recent Developmentg' in Jewsiewicki B, and Newbury D (eds),
Afrlcan xt"tortographies (Bever1ey Hillst L985); Tatham K'
.InterpretationE of raciem / aegregation/ apartheid in South
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decolonised, South African historiography is "stil1 in many

respects dominated by the colonizer"T and written in

" exhausted 'borrowed ' languages " 
8 .

The attempt to explore the connections between radical

historiography and its social context suggested by various

writers and more recently, the BozzoLL and Delius article,

can be seen to begin the process of historicisation called

for in Chapter 1. Yet suggestive and important as these

accounts may be, arguably they go little beyond contextual

detail and cannot be said to explicate the ways in whichr 3s

Crais points out, "those who creat,e representations of the

past are, Iike their subjects, historically constituted." e

Rather, there are significant silences. These include the

social location of academic historiography and its

historians; the nature of their academic and political

projects; and the construction of their self-representation.

This chapter works along these registers.

7

African historiography', paper presented at WEry Structure and
Exper!.ence Ln the l,taking of Apartheid, lJohannesburg, 1990)

Crais, ,,Race, the State, and the Silence of History in the Making
of Modern South Africas preliminary DePartures", paper presented
to centre of African studies, UcT, caPe Town, L992, 20

Crais, 'Race, the State...Prelistinary DePartures", 2L

Crais, 'Race, the state...A Polemic", 20
8.
9
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'Ruled bv etral-n te bound to l-vt leoeg'1o

It has been suggested that in regard to south African

studies it is

"simply beside the point that the knowledge
tranlm-itted is incr-easingly of a 'radical'
Elant... Where blacks were once the
recipients of knowledge generat_ed- and
tranimitted by white 'Iiberal'
intellectuals, today black intellectuals
have moved on to transmit knowledge
generated by 'radical' white intellectuals'
itre movement from passive recipient to
active tran-s-mitter is an inadequate
progression. "11

This observation applies dramatically to the historical

discipline in South Africa, as a cursory glance through

journals and publications including the special issue of

the Radieal Eistory Review referred to above - would

signify. fndeed, a number of historians and conferences

have commented on the "remarkable absence of black

historians in south Africa (despite) their growing

presence as the object of historical research and

writing."12 Yet, while constantly conceding this 'gaP',

radical historiography has continued to seek purely external

and empirical answers. Thus, for example, Bozzoli and

Delius suggest that the reasons need to be sought in the

nature of black education and the until fairty recent denial

10.

11.

De certeau, ?he writlng, 58. The Piece from which this quote is
taken is concerned to explore the ways in which the rules of the
diecipline and the etiquette of the profeseion intersect irr ways

that are bound up with Power - and itg regtrictiong'
Evans I, ,The raclal question and intellectual production in South
Africa", UWCADE Forum, L, 1990, 15

Freund, 'Past Imperfect', 9L2
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of access to institutions such as libraries and archives13

and this kind of explanation would seem to be a

representative one. Even crais, despite some trenchant

criticism, in the end seems to accept the dominance of white

historiane by doing little else than calling on historians

to pay ,,greater attention to the historical consciousness of

the oppressed, their etiologies, their chronologies, their

epistemologies. " 14

There also has been little focus on what crais

elsewhere refers to as "the psychological issues involved in

(mainly) whites writing about themselves and others in a

colonial society, nor explores in much detail the historical

implications of a discipline dominated by the dominant.''15

Indeed, only Freund, worger and Taylor suggest that radical

historians and/or the profession itself are in some way

complicit in the failure to extend significantly 'the craft'

to include potential btack historians.

Thus Freund, for example, argJues that lack of access to

the .tools of the trade, is not a sufficient answer. In

comparing the wBW with AssA, he suggests that, while the wHW

wins hands down when it comes to academic quality, ASSA's

consistent and painstaking attempts to reach out to homeland

13. For other comments on the absence of black historiang Eee Saunders,

rhe l,lak!.ng of ...; snith, The changing Pasti and Freund "Past
Iurperfect' ae weII as Freund B, ,'Radical Hietory writing and the
south tfrican context.,, in south African Histotical Journal, 24,
199 1

Craia, 'Race, the State... A Polemic", 22

craie, "Race, the state...A Polemic", 36
1{.
15.
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universities has been an important and perhaPs more radical

credit.16 WorgerlT makes Some suggestive comments about the

ways in which a class dynamic continues to preclude a focus

on issues such as black consciousness and African

nationalism and asserts that "the radical endeavour is

primarily a white enterprise."lS Taylor, in an otherwise

disappointing and confused article, usefully suggests the

need to explore the social location of academics.19 Unhappy

with !{orger,s uncritical use of race, Taylor further begins

to raise issues of Eurocentrism and the colonial Other'

Although some of these formulations seem problematicr20

they can provide a springboard into this discussion. At

one level, it is possible to raise the whole notion of

hietory as white mythology2l th"t has only significantly

begun to impact on South African studies fairly recently.

At a different but arguably related level, is the assertion

16.
t7.

18.
19.

Freund, "Radical ttistory writing", 158

worgerw,.whitenadicalHigtoryinsouthAfrica",insouthAfrican
Il!-storlcal Journal , 24, 1991 and worger l{, 'white' Radical
Hiatory: A ResponEe,, in south eftican flistotical Journal, 27,

L992, 252/3
worger, "tlhite Radical History" 0 L47

TaylorR,"IsRadicalttistory.White,?..insouthafricanHistorical
Journal, 27, L992

see Taylor and Worger in south African Historical Journal, 27,

Lggz. While raytor may well be correct about worger'E uncritical
use of race, his own contribution, as worger in turn points out'
ig confused and confusing. ror useful criticism's of the
perspective that pt."orn"bly underlies Taylor's, see debates around

Eurocentriem and its construction of the colonial other' For a
useful sunmary and south African version, see Hamili'on Authoting
shaka- especially 67 -84.

Sirnilar iesues ""- "ogg."ted 
above re the colonial Other can be

raieed about hietory as white mythology. I htill return to these

in the conclusion

20.

2L.
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that the place and production of white intellectuals is a

peculiar and specific one and that the absence of black

historians and the dominance of white historians can be tied

together.

with regard to the latter issue an exploration would

need to pursue two main tracks. The first relates to the

production of historians in general and the intersections of

discipline and institution and would include importantly the

polrer/ knowledge relationshiP of which Foucault speaks

".the three great exclusions which forge discourse' the

prohibitjons on what we can speak aboutr oD who may sPeak

and when...,,22 More than this, it needs to take seriously

the place of intellectual production. De Certeau thus

suggests that

"The institution does more than give the
doctrine a social position. It makes it
possible and surreptitiously - determines
it... (the institution refers) !h. 'state of
(histoiy)' to a social situation which is
its unlpoken condition. It is therefore
impossible to analyse historical discourse
inlependently of the institution in respect
to wtricn itl silence is organised; or to
dream of a renewal of the discipline that
would be assured by the mere modification of
its concepts without an intervgrning
transformation of acquired situatiorls."Z

22. Barrett on foucault in Barrett M, The Politl,cs of ttuth: From Matx
to Foucault (cambridge, Lgg2l, t42 see Jenkins, Re-thinking, for
a useful introduction of some of these prohibitiona as they apply
to history, L8-2Oi 32. see also De certeau, The writtng (Part 1),
for a nuanced and critical perepective.

23. De certeau, The writing, 62/3
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This brings us to the second track - one that would far

more closely pursue the production and location of left

historians and intellectuals within South Africa.24

Arguably, such a focus would, among other things, begin to

explore the issues alluded to above by Crais and Freund -

viz the complex effects of historians of the dominated who

nonetheleaE emerge and continue to inhabit concretely the

interstices of the dominant culture. In this respect they

are like "Memmi's coloniser who refuses and thus exists in a

painful ambiguity."25 Again, the particular nature of the

institutions where most historians received their

undergraduate training and to where, again almost without

exception, most returned would require attention. Such a

focus would need to delineate the ways in which these

institutions' historical function has been, at least until

recently, to produce white intellectuals and the particular

and peculiar space occupied by such intellectuals.

Simitarly, the critical role which the School of Oriental

and African Studies at the University of London played in

providing post-graduate training and its central role in

South African studies needs exploration.

24. fhis again is what gets missed by Taylor's rejection of the use

'white, in favour of calling attention to Eurocentrism and
proceggeEof.othering,insofaraetheyareimplicatedinsystems
of knowledge. Thie $rou1d Eeem to preclude a focus on the
difference and epecificity of inteltectual production'

25. Hartsock N, "Foucault on Power: A Theory for Women?" in Nicholson
LJ (ed) FeminLsm/Postmodernism, (London/New York, 1990), L64'
[Barteock ugee this analogy to describe Foucault]
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There is a counter argument that suggests that, aside

from race, intellectuals universally tend to come from the

dominant classes and thus the alienation experienced is not

unique to South African white historians. Similarly, this

argument goes, aII universities in capitalist societies

function primarily (but incompletely) to produce

functionaries and intellectuals of. the dominant classes and

again neither those produced in the mould nor those who

resist it are fundamentally different whether in London,

Nairobi or Johannesburg.

What this ignores, however, are the complex ways in

which a particular colonial heritage has lead to unique ways

in which race intersects with and affects the production of

intellectuals that goes beyond the simple fact of

historically segregated universities. Eor example 1 for most

of the 1970s and in lesser but still important ways in the

1980s, those resisting the logic of the bourgeois university

faced a set of barriers that were not simply cultural or

class-based but institutional and legal as weII. These

include importantly the physical and legal geography of

cities and their universitiesi the absence of above-ground

political structuresi26 and the strictures of language. In

this regard, just as the physical geography of the

universities segregates intellectualsr so too language keeps

26. While canpus-based politics provided gome with a political home, it
is noieworthy that many of those who were Iater to enter academia
were those for whom the experience of campus politics $ras

alienating in the extreme.
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'outside'. Indeed, Ianguage is a critical structure that

has arguably placed important constraints on both the

political and historical imagination of white

inteIlectuals.2T

Finally, as suggested above, while most accounts point

to a range of international and national political

intersections, these are again seen simply as universally

radicalieing 'influences' and there has been no attempt to

explore how they mesh together and their effects on these

particular groups of intellectuals. Thus while many

accounts do point to the attractiveness of a class

perspective for young white intellectuals in the face of

black consciousness indeed BozzoLi and Delius suggest that

this in part accounts for the "stark privileging of class

over race"28 - there has been an inability to explore the

ranrif ications of this.

one such ramification is the apparent suspicion with

which white radical historians tended to regard black

intellectuals not connected to the union movement or who did

not espouse what was seen as a clear class position.29 This

is perhaps not surprising in the context of a perspective

that ascribed a different theoretical value to race and

27. Unlike their counterparte in the United States, fot exartple,
knowledge of an African language has never been considered an

important, let alone neceEsary, reguirement for post-graduate
south African studies.

BozzoLL and Delius, "Radical History", 2328.
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class, and that, moreover, drew fairly sharp political lines

accordingly. while callinicos, for examPle, does not come

near BozzolL's crass dismissal of intellectuals outside of a

fairly narrow class discourse3o, her worker's

education/popular history opposition that was discussed in

the previous chapter effectively reinforces such approaches.

A further ramification is perhaps the lack of

engagement with africanist study, particularly on the rest

of the continent.3l What is striking about articles

reflecting historiographical debates within radical history

during the 1970s and L980s is the extent to which they are

dominated by the structuralist/ culturalist contestation,

despite the fact that the structuralist impact, although

significant, was of relatively short duration. While

Bozzoli and De1ius point to a dialogue with South African

africanist scholars and even suggest that part of the

radical project is to confront "..the nature of the south

African economy and its peculiarLy African version... ", [my

emphasisl32 their readingr 4s Worger points out, "stops

short of the Limpopo... "33 Indeed, as John Wright has

argued, the whole area of African studies in South Africa

has since the mid-1970s been primarily concerned with "the

29. see also Ylorger, "white nadical History" for a similar point' see

also Bozzoli, "rntellectuals', for a particularly blatant and

crude distrust.
see, for exampLe, Bozzoli "Audiences", 244, 255, 263'
see Freund, "Radical History writing", 158

Bozzoli and Delius, "Radical History ", 13

worger, 'white Radical HiEtory", L52

30.
31.
32.
33.
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effects of capitalist penetration"34 and thus the desire to

understand the development of capitalism has largely

'shouldered out' other issues and concerns, including the

whole area of precolonial societies.35

Of ghogts aad partLes

Yet, if the historiography reflects a situation in

which the structuralists and the social historians seem

locked in mortal combat,, this is perhaps only within the

narrow confines of a teft academic discourse. Indeed, the

extent to which these are the central two strands dominating

South African historiographical debates, is indicative of

the ways in which they both \,rere able in the late 1970s and

1980s successfully to shift the ground from other

theoretical and political sites. This forms part of the

second register suggested at the beginning of this chapter -

vlz, the iurportance of situating the radical historiography

of this period in relation to its political project'

Aside from the work of Jack Simons, radical

interpretations of South African society emanated, as was

34. wright ,r, "political uythology and the Making of tlatal'E tlfecane"r
unpublished mimeo, 18. see also Freund, ,'Radical History
writing", 158

35. Prakash looks at this from the perepective of a critique of
Marxiam's totalising claims, and argues that a range of
inconnensurable higtoriee and proceEEeE are appropriated into the
narrative of the development of capitalisrr. He also suggests,
contra O,HanIon and Washbrook, that while this may weII be the
path that capitalism seemingly takee, the uncritical appropriation
in theoreticat and historical digcourse merely replicates the same

proceduree. Prakash, "can the subaltern Ride?"
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noted earlier, from largely non-academic circles. These

interpretations developed largely within the politics of

national liberation and were thus intimately and often

transparently connected to sharp debates over political

strategy between sometimes deeply opposing'traditions'.

While aome have attempted to draw these 'pioneers' into the

radical tradition, it is also generally observed that these

interpretations can hardly be said to be properly Marxist

and even their radical credentials are at times

questioned.36 Consequently, they receive at most a

genuflection.3T

Without wanting to romanticise these groups of

intellectuals and their supposedly organic links to

political movements3s, the labelling of such interpretation

as unllarxist or unradical is problematic on at least two

scores. In the first p1ace, it draws a neat line of

separation between theory and politics with the former being

granted the privileged and determining status. In the

35. see Rassool c, "History and the 'rndependent' Left in the 1950's:
Towards Uncovering a I'tarxist Intellectual Tradition", PaPer
presented at WHW, Johanneeburg 1990, and for an extended argument
his nini-theeis, Aapeets of ttarxlst and RadicaT Thought and
pol!,t!.cs Jn south Africa, 7g3o - 7960, Northwestern university,
1987.

37. callinicos, as suggested in the Introduction, uses them primarily
as part of constructing a 'tradition of popular history'.

3E.Rooting 'radical interpretations, in those responsible for
theoretical elaboration ignores not only the range of material not
.8een, to be radical 0r theoretical - eg that of musicianE or
writerg - but aleo reflects aasunPtions steeped in a literate-
intellectual world. Further, the relationship of intellectuals to
national movementg in that period can hardly be seen as

unproblematic and caPe Town, rightly or wrongly, serves as icon
for thatt
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second p1ace, it fails to historicise the development of

llarxist studies itself. In this regard, we need to be

reminded that while the 1960s and 1970s may well have seen a

flowering of llarxist theory, it also saw a remarkable

expansion and, indeed in places, institutionalisation of

tlarxist academia. Given that much of this development was

linked to a strong anti-Stalinism, it is perhaps ironic that

in place of the Comintern/fotm, theory became the privileged

arbiter of what constituted a 'proper' oE essential Marx

against which deviations could be judged.

What this alienated (in the sense of separating theory

from politics ) and unhistoricised sense of t'larxism allows,

though, is for the founding of a radical tradition in South

African studies that is able to push aside earlier radical

interpretations.39 In particular it allows for a casting

aside of the issues connected to national oppression -

indeed this vocabulary disappears completely for the whole

of the 1970s to the mid-L980s when the CST debate is revived

- and the central conceptual debate is re-cast as the

'race/class debate'. Indeed, the substitution of 'race' for

'national oppression' neatly sidesteps the central

theoretical thrust of previous theories that had asserted

39 certainly this is not applicable to all radical historiography.
While the work of thoge such ae Legassick and Wolpe may be said to
situate themeelveE more closely within these debates, later
versiong, it will be argued, set themselves against and apart from
theee traditions, in ways that cannot simply be accounted for by
reference to repression. At the sane time, and closely tied to
the dual clains of political relevance and indigenisation, a link
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the co-Ionial nature of racial oppression and class

exploitation - in particular, the theory embodied in the

SACP's formulation, Colonialism of a Special Type.

For if the ghosts of Cory and Theal are said to haunt

South African historical writing generallyra0 th" ghosts of

the CPSA/ SaCpr orr the one hand, and the more corporeal

figures of an assertive Black Consciousness movement and the

rising popular movement of the 1970s and 1980s on the other,

can be seen to haunt the pages of left-wing academic

scholarship.4l Both present political projects that, for

the L970s and 1980s at least, are in stark contrast t,o that

of radical academic historiography.

De Certeau refers to the process whereby any historical

work is defined, among other things, by its relationship to

other works42 and La Capra situates the writing of history

firmly within a rhetorical approach where "a 'conversation'

with the past involves the historian in argument and polemic

- both with others and with the self - over approaches to

40.
41.

ig drawn with certain earlier writers/thinkers. this will be
elaborated later in the chapter.
rhis is a reference to Craie, "Race, the State.... A Polemic", 20

Both the CPSA/SACP and Black Consciousness for the most part remain
absent and unacknowledged adversaries: in the case of the SACP,

its illegal statug and general repreesive conditions probably
account, at leaet initially, for ite unacknowledged adversarial
position; the Black Consciousness movement, again initially, vlas

never accorded the etatus of a eerioue intellectual challenge and
conEequently disrnissed as emotional, petty-bourgeois and
essentially cultural in a perjorative sense. The rise of the
popular movement, on the other hand, is more explicitly engaged
with but largely in the writings around popularisation.

De certeau, The Writing, 6442.
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understanding that are bound up with institutional and

political issues"43. In this regard then, while radical

historiography and t,he SACP can perhaps be said to share a

class discourse, the core of both the structuralist and

social historians' project lies in their attempts to

construct a class discourse distinct and in opposition to

that of the SACP and, more obviously perhaps, to the

universalising discourse of race offered by the B1ack

Consciousness Movement.

This is not merely a knee jerk response. Nor should it

be aeen as another attempt to draw the radical

historiography of the 1970s and 1980s into a supposed

'workerist' camp. To do so would not only result in getting

bogged in, what is surely by now, a sterile debate but, more

importantly, misses the central point that is being asserted

- that of the contested and internally dialogised process of

writing history. For, what La Capra and De Certeau point to

are, ultimately, the ways in which discourse is constructed

within po\rer and the extent to which dominant historical

conetructions are an attempt to erase and efface other

different and potentially threatening voices. To see the

assertion of a class-based approach in a purely

teleological44 way is to deny the contested way in which

43.
44.

La capra D, HLstory and CrLticism, rthaca, 1985, 36

In this version, the revisioniste are seen to overturn liberal
interpretations and then subseguent 'turng' in interpretation are
explained by reference to political 'moments' - ie trajectory of
radical historiography is affected by political 'momentE' but in a

way that ignores the sense of an ongoing and syetematic dialogue.
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class - and a specific version of class and class-based

politics is being founded in SA studies.

On the one hand, the need to oppose the increasing

fragrmentation and ethnic racism of apartheid is answered by

positing an essential unity - the working class for many

white left-wing academics and certain Trotskyist groupings;

the Black masses in the case of black intellectuals in the

early to mid L970s; and increasingly from the late 1970sr as

the Congress-aligned national-democratic perspective gained

momentum, the people. These competing perspectives do not

simply form some sort of backdroP or context but are

grounded in a nexus of power relations and are continually

in dialogue with each other. Although situated in different

totalising narratives, they nonetheless exist and need to be

understood in relation to each other. Class is present in

all of these perspectives but is conceived and constructed

in sharply differing and competing ways.

Arguably, the class that is being constructed by an

academic and predominantly white intelligentsia is over-

determined by the context of the spectacular growth of non-

communist social movements in the 1.960s and the fl.owering of

Western tlarxist (and again, largely non-communist) thought

in the 1970s. Politically, Western Marxism's concern to

develop a non-Stalinist socialism was translated into the

broad theoretical project of both Althusserian Marxism and

social history, to construct a sense of class and class
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politics that broke away from the reductionist and

stultifying conceptions associated with the international

comnunist movement.45

Within South Africa, similarlY, both structuralist and

social history continues a dialogue with the politics of the

Comintern and the CPSA/SACP.46 What is seen as the

subjugation of local needs to the dictates of the Comintern,

and arising therefrom, the subjugation of class and class

politics to race and the politics of national oppression

from Lg28 onwards becomes all the more urgent as the working

class takes centre stage in L973. The attempt then to

construct a class theoreticatly and politically in the L970s

and 1980s is equally an attempt to found a working class

subject, not siurply in opposition to the nationalism of

Black Consciousness, but one freed from the politics of

national oppression as exemplified by the SACP/aNC

aI1iance.47

45.

46.

47.

In this regard gee Britieh debates in flistoty Workshop Journal, noE

5-10, 1978-1980. Also see the particularly useful set of essays
in Kaye HJ and Mcclelland K (eds l, EP Thompson: critical
PerapectLves, canbridge, 1990.

t{uch of thig ig evident, in particular, in historical writing on

the 1930g and 1940s - Eee for instance Labour Hietory GrouP,
Worker1 at Wari Lodge T, Black Potitics in South Africa Since
7945, lJohannesburg, 1983)

while I would argue that this indeed characterisee radical
history,E central political project in the period under review, it
obviously does not apply in a blanket way to all historians in or
aggociated to the wHvI. For exa.nple, Jeff Peires, author of the
EaBtern Cape section in New rfation, New History and Rob Lambert,
presumably author of the section on SACTU in the same publication,
hold land held) significantly different positione' AIso,
increasingly in the post-1985 period as WHW intellectuals attempt
to understand the shift to popular politics by the trade union
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By reading the CPSA/SACP through the anti-Stalinist

metanarrative, the Party's attempts, however flawed, to read

both class and colonial/national oppression together is

completety ignored. Indeedr so completely that Bozzoli can

assert quite glibly in 1991 that "our experiences with our

open days had led us to ask a much more interesting question

- what happens to Marxism when it seriously engages with

popular consciousness? This question cannot be answered on

the level of theory alone?" 48 That this question lies not

just at the heart of much of the CPSA/SACP's history but has

been a central focus of political and theoretical debate

since at least Lg28 seems to have passed BozzoLi' by. Yet

this non-recognition effectively marginalises and effaces

such voices from mainst,ream academic discourse.

The narrative of how class has been subjugated to the

needs of national struggle epitomised by the ANC/SACP

alliance becomes a central thrust of much radical South

African historiography and is translated into the theory and

politics of the 1980s. It is thus not only against the

movement itself, as exenplified in the formation and subsequent
policies of COSATU*, ne!, perspectives begin to be generated. What

is important to emphasise though ig the way in which their class
discoursee enabled a re-reading of resistance history that
foregrounded the role of workers in what were seen as the crucial
shaping decades (1940s and 1950si L970s and 1980s) in a way that
continued to elide the colonial emphasis suggested by csT. It
ehould be noted that this perspective appliee almost equally to
non-WEW popular productions at Ieast until 1983. * The sharpnese
of the p-fiticaf shift from FOSATU to COSATU is seen in Bozzoli'g
incorrect dubbing of cosATu aE "uDF-affiliated" - BozzoLi,
"Audiencea', 254

BozzoLL, "Intellectuals, Audiences", 26248.
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structuralists but also against and because of the pull of

popular politics in the 1980s that the WHW, in the struggle

around constructions of class, attempts to create a sense

of class that is both cultural and popular.

In "Audiences..", BozzoLL argues that from the 198L

Open Day, two strands of popular consciousness lvere evident:

"one related to nostalgic non-racialism and nationalism,

with an orientation towards the loca1 urban community as the

origin of subjectivity; and the second coming from the

pragmatic and fonpard-looking trade unionism, with the

factory as the focus and the union as the source of private

meaning as well as public presentation of self.. Which was

'authentic' we wondet€d"49. For the wHw, not until the

Iatter part of the 1980s was there any real sense of doubt -

c1early, the latter was not only more 'authentic' but more

desirable and it is this figure - of an independent,

fonrard-looking (into the socialist future) and self-

consciously working class militant - that is being

constructed both theoretically and po1itically. The FOSATU

cultural networks perhaps provide the clearest and most

useful example of the at,tempt to found and nurture an

identity that while opposed to the symbols of national

oppression, are nonetheless culturally rich.50

49.
50.

BozzoLL, "Intellectuals, Audiences", 247

For more about these cultural networks, see, among others, von
Kotze A, Organise and Act: The Natal Wotker's Theatre lfiovement
1983-7987, Durban 1988; Petersen B, .,Performing History off the
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One of the ways in which this shaping of class and

identities happens is by setting up a series of dualisms

such as conmunity/factory, nationalism-populism/class

consciouBness, nostalgia/fonrard-1ooki.g, with the latter as

always privileged.5l These operate as oppositions to each

other, thus what is claimed for the one is denied the other.

The task then is to develop a cultural and political

identity, "guided by the tenets of working class initiativet
participation, Ieadership, and accountability. . . "52

emanating from the factory and trade union.

Yet despite all attempts to separate these out as two

distinct strands, in the political as in the cultural arena,

the worker figure is constantly crossed with national and

other identiti€ar53 and the theoretical project itself is
constantly forced to recognise this. Thus, for example,

although trying to work around more complex notions than

false consciousness, BozzoLi is reduced to repeatedly making

statements such as

"..hov, do you convey your class
audiences who define themselves
racial or ethnic terms, and
even thirdly in class terms?

analysis to
firstly in

onlv secondlv or
"54'

Stage: Notes on Working-C1aee Theatre", in Radlcal ttistory Review,
46/7, 1990

51. htereEtingly, Bozzoli.,s recent wqrk changes this fonnulation
somewhat - see Bozzoli B, women of Phokeng, Johannesburg, 1991

52. Petersen B, "Performing Hietory", 32L
53. rhis realisation becomes particularly apparent following the 1984

November etay-away and the formation of cosATU in 1985.
54. BozzoLL, "Intellectuals, Audiences", 239
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not, of course to denY the
value of class as a concePt but
note that 'culture' and 'class'
co-terminus categories in South
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rather to
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Africa. '55i

ultiurately, this incapacity of the political arena to

sustain the worker-subject as an untarnished and pure

figure, and precisely because of the close links of the WHW

to that broad political arena, the theoret,ical project

itself begins to crack. TeIIingIy in 1991, reflecting on

the 1987 open d.y, BozzoLL refers to

"the spirit of conmon opposition to an
oppressive system. Workers, Peasants, men,
w6iren, youthr- and the elderly, were PaTt of
it. Tire-former separation between'P.opu1ism'
and 'workerism' hid become b1urred".sb

Indeed, as Deacon points out, the gist of t'};1e Bozzoli and

DeliuE article operates to "establish [radical history'sJ

nationaliet credentials" .57

55. BozzoLL,'Intellectuals, Audiences', 239. Rgain see Bozzoli's
'women of Phokeng' for ghifts in this formulation.

56. In attempting to explain thie, and remaining unwilling to concede
to the 'populietl,, Bozzoli revertg to structure - "The strength
of this nationalism', ehe writee, '!raE not derived from the
reailience and longevity of the organisationg through which it
found expression, but from the structure of racism, corutunity
encapsulation, and experience ...'.' BozzoLL, "Intellectuals,
Audiences', 260

57. Deacon R, "Eegemony, Essentialiem and nadical ltiEtory in South
Africa" in Soutfi African Historlcal Joutnal, 24, 1991, 168. Note,
however, that Deacon does not pick this up aE a shift but rather
ae the general position of the social historians'
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setting aside for the moment these claims as well as

the political and theoretical impassess that radical history

had reached by the end of the 1980s, it is perhaps useful to

visit briefly the academic projects of the WHW althoughr is

the above haE attempted to demonstrate, much of the academic

project iE situated in and "haunted by political
preEuppositions. "59

In the flret and fr.na1 Lnstance

Central to the Bozzo|i and Delius article and, indeed,

to the very claim of being 'radical' is the mark of

oppositionality. This oppositional status in relation to

the discipline is staked out conceptually (the centrality of

class and 'experience') I methodologically (the use of

sources, in particular oral history); and, politically (

both in terurs of again its class content but, more

importantly, its commitment to popularisation) .

What links social history and the WHW to the other

strands of radical historiography is the assertion of a

uraterialiet approach in South African studies. It has been

suggested - and to some degree acknowledged - that the

assertion of class as the central explanatory or

58. That an impasse had been reached is very much evident in the way in
which prominent academics guch as aundy and rrikler began to worry
at a range of issues. see xrikler Jr"waiting for the Historians",
in south African Reylew of Books, eug/ oct 1990 as well ae reviews
in the south Afr!.can HLstorical JournaT, 24, 1991, which pick up
on these 'worrieg'.

59. De certeau, ?he tlritLng, 23
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foundational factor led to 'a stark privileging' of class

and effectively displaced a vigorous engagement around

isEues of race. Thus, for example, Crais suggests that

"in a country replete with racial hatred and
racist policy tha history of race and racial
discourse remains an astounding lacuna, a
ragged puncture at the-^ centre of the
pi5d""ti6n of sA history. "60

At the sane time, however, it is important to see this

aa a process of displacement rather than excision as Crais'

metaphor tends to implys race continues to exist as the

site against which particular notions of class are being

constructed and indeed, South African history remains

grounded in a race/clas" ,rexus. 51 What is elided, though,

as previously suggested, is the substitution of race for the

more complex and less universalising assertion of South

Africa's particular colonial heritage.

CIearIy, though, it is not only race or, in a different

perspective, colonial/national oppression that is subsumed

by the insiEtence on the absolute primacy of race but a

range of other identities and subject positions. Thus, fot

exanple, while considerable work has been done on rural

relations in the Transvaal, there has been little attempt to

explore notions of how rural and regional discourses

construct identities outside of.the notion of an evolving

and culturally complex working c.Lass.

50. Crais, 'Race, the state...A Polemic", 14
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The statuE of gender issues within South African

studies fares little better, although the lack of attention

has been recognised as one of the main weaknesses. BozzoJ-i.

and Delius thus refer to the "apparent weakness...in the

field of gender studies"62 and Bundy to "the meagre presence

of feminist history in South Africa today".53 Yet despite

this recognition, where gender is used it is largely used in

the sense of 'filling a gap, or 'recovering women's voice'

rather than providing a challenge to other shapes and

outlines of hiEtorical explanation.

Bozzoli and Delius attribute the weakness of gender

studies to

"the absence of a strong women's
movement...White and African cultures are
both powerfully male-dominated; African
nationalism is notorious for its tendency to
place women's issues low on the agenda..the
itructure of intellectual life itself is
archaici and..many socialists show a concef-n
not to separate gLnder from other issues."54

SaIo55 argues against the ways in which an a priori and

dominantly Western discourse of feminism is used against

62.
63.

BozzoLL & Deliue, 'Radical Hietory", 33
Bundy, "An Image of its Own PaEt,,, 135 To Eome extent, the recent
focue by several leading higtorians on these issues has been seen

to counter this - see Walker C, women and Genderi Berger I,
Threads of So7!.darity: women jn south Afrtcan Industry 19OO-198O

(London, Lggzli BozzoLL, Women of Phokeng. It would stilI seem

though that while gender may well be accorded greater focus, it
doeg not detract from the general point being made here'

P,ozzol,L and Delius, "Radical Hiatory" ' 33/4
Salo E, 'South African Feminigm: whose struggleE, Ylhose Agenda?",
eeminar paper, South African and ContemPorary HiEtory Series, [rI{C,

Bellville, Lgg[. see also Mannicom L, "Ruling Re1ationE:

64.
65.
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which to measure the shape and nature of women's agendas and

struggles in South Africa. In this regard, for example,

references to the ways in which black cultures sustain

ideologies of 'motherismr55 takes such ideologies as given

and in no way begins to tackle the complex ways in which

'faurily' itself has no fixed or necessary meaning and can be

characterised by different strategies and shap"".57 Nor

does it begin to explore the potential gendered identity

that is suggested by the figure of the socialist worker

subject as it is evoked in versions of East Rand militance.

Further, social history's project is very much caught

in a model that seeks to 'recover' and 'draw in' lost voices

rather than ueing them to trace the 'architecture of

silence', on the one handt ot to explode the myth of an

undivided and dominant identity (vLz, a class identity) on

the other. Again, in all these examples, gender is

'naturalised' rather than being problematised and

historicised in ways that a1lows an understanding of it as

not only constructed and contested, but also the particular

and different ways in which it is operationalised across

time, regions, classes, and cultures.

56.
67.

Rethinking State and cender in South lfrican Hietory", Joutnal of
Atttcan ltletory, 3313, L992
BozzoLLr'Intellectuals, Audiences', 239
ror a different approach see tlinkleY G, "Married to the Beers
Gender and claee in the East London Locations, 1930-1950",
unpubtished geminar paper, centre for african studies, ucT, L992'
see aIBo beII hooks on guch difference in RfricanAmerican
faniliea, hooke b, Talking Back: rhlnking Feminist, rhinking
Black, Boston 1989.
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More than this, perhaps, gender remains conflated with

the 'woman's question' and exists interior to the making/

shaping of class. Thus, for instance, the ways in which

sexuality constructs subject positions or the differing ways

in which 'maleness' is created are simply not even on the

agenda, despite the "typically colonial 'mixed economy' of

domination in terms of sexual desire and racial

dorninatien"5S and even when it impacts directly on issues of

class aE in migrant labour, for example - oEr as suggested

above, in the male figure of the East Rand militant.

Thus despite aII attempts to take the site of culture

seriously, there has been a refusal to relinquish the

foundational nature of class and class continues to have the

first and final determining value. But even within the

framework of class, it has been suggested that there has

been a continued and problematic hold on an ahistorical and

pre-exieting sense of class. Thusr on the one hand,

"regardless of what actually happens in the 'making'

proceEsr the identity of the class... (remains)

inviolat€...".59

This failure to explore and historicise the

construction of identities is, as Joan Scott suggests,

closely linked to the ways in which social historians use

experience as an explanatory framework. In some respects,

sonner (1984), 35.
Deacon, iEegemony, Eseentialigm", 174

68.
59.
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experience can perhaps be seen as important in enabling a

I'larxist discourse that is less tied to Eurocentric versions

of claEs formation and thus able more easily to respond to a

greater degree of heterogeneity. In this regard, as weIl,

in its substitution for a narrow focus on cJ,ass struggle,

experience is perhaps more sensitive to explaining a wider

range of consciousness and struggle. Indeed, the category

of 'experience' has also been suggested by the WHW as

important in narrowing "the cognitive gap . o. between those

who write about capitalism and those who bear the brunt of

it. "70

l{ostly, however, in the ways in which it has been

deployed by the social historians, experience simply has

taken on the burden of subsuming and explaining all 'non-

class' elements or has been used to explain what is seen as

the dichotomy between a class's objective position and its

subjective perceptions. Further, it is largely through

setting up a set of oppositions that 'experience' is

accorded a privileged status. It is alive, engaging,

complexr €rs opposed to the abstraction and rigidity of

theory and thus is again used by the social historians as a

whipping block for the structuralists.

Moreoverr irs has been pointed out elsewhere, the

explanatory value of experience'has generally been severely

diurinished by a usage that suggests it as natural and

70. Bozzoli, "Eietory, Experience', 15
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transparent and thus takes it at face value.7l In other

words, there is a refusal to accept experience as

constructed and thus needing explanation itself. This

construction needs to be understood at on least two levelsc

firstly, its construction through both culture and language,

and secondly, its construction by historians. 72

In this regard, the issue of language looms large in

South African historiography. Despite the fact that white

radical historians for the most part are comPletely reliant

on translation or on documents that themselves have gone

through multiple processes of translation, they have clung

to an approach that suggests that language houses meaning in

an apparently neutral and transparent way. This lack of

attention is all the more remarkable given the particularly

charged nature of sources in a colonial and racially
dominated situation and is accompanied by a lack of

7L. see Joan scott, 'The Evidence" and Robert Gray, "Eistory, t'tarxism
and Theory' in Kaye and Mcclelland, EP Thompson, for a useful
critique of the ways in which experience is used within social
hietory.

72. '[As] an originary point of explanation - as a foundation on which
analyeis ig based - ...weakens (its) critical thrust...rt
llocatee) resistance outside ite discursive conatruction and
lreifies) agency as an inherent attribute of individuals, thus
decontextualising it. when experience is taken as the origin of
knowledge, the vision of the individual subject (the person who
had the experience or the hietorian who recounts it1 becomes the
bedrock of evidence on which explanation ie built. Questions about
the conetructed nature of experience, about how subjects are
constituted as different in the firgt place, about how one's
vision is structured - about language (or discourEe) and history -
are left aeide. The evidence of experience then becomes evidence
for the fact of difference, rather than a way of exploring how
difference is established, how it operates, how and in what ways
it congtitutes subjects who gee and act in the world.' Scott, "The
Evidence', 777
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conscious and explicit attempts to come to grips with a

range of related issues such as 'giving voice,, 'speaking

for' and the multiple sites of domination and cultural
difference. T3

Part of the answer to this blindness again lies in the

way in which a foundational class dynamic elbows out such

concerns and partly to the ways in which the denial of

radical difference and atterity must be seen as a response

to a racist state and colonial society. In other words, in
the face of racism, there has been an eagerness to make the

Other into the Same and an unwillingess to explore issues

that open the possibility of "... the resistance of a

reality genuinely different from our o$rn. "74 It should be

noted that this extends into the interrectual arena as weII.
There has, for instance, been no acknowledgement of the

potentially different ways in which language and culture
shapes the intellectuar and historicar imagination and thus,
the unchallenged assumption of a universal historical
discourse and a universal historian comes into play.

A corollary of the almost exclusive interest in c1ass,

combined with social history's general antipathy to 'event-
oriented' and political history, has also meant that outside

73. For a discuseion on language and domination in history see La
capra,s digcugsion of cinzburg,s.cheeae and the worms and Leroy
Ladurie'E MontaiJ,J,ou in hig fjstory and Crit!-cism. AIso see a
sinilar critique of Montat-Llou in Rosaldo R, ,,From the Door of hie
Tents The Eieldworker and the Inquisitor" in clifford J and Marcus
c (edB), JtritLng Culture (Berke1ey and Los Angeles, 1985).

74. Jameson, rhe tdeoTogies of Theory, 150
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of the pre-industrial period, little attention has been

given to exploring issues of resistance outside of what are

seen as class struggles. This has meant that the

conventional, empirical framework reflected in earlier
radical and liberal histories has remained largely

unexplored. This framework, as suggested in Chapter L,

broadly traces the origins of 'modern' African resistance to

the rise of an educated elite in the Eastern Cape, the

period of moderation followed by the crucial shaping decade

of the 1940s (industrialisation, the AI{CYL) that transformed

resietance politics into the mass-based, popular struggles

of the 1950s. While sharp debate may occur over how each

period is interpreted, the basic shape and periodisation

remains unchallenged.

The second claim for oppositionality is a

methodological one: social history's commitment to

interdisciplinarity and its use of sources (in particular

oral evidence) are held to chall9nge the conventions of the

discipline. Within a traditionally conservative university

milieu, the WEW's attempts to cross strict disciplinary

boundarieg have generally been seen as pioneering. Yet

closer examination shows in fact a conservative and

ultimately narrow approach to interdisciplinarity.

Interdisciplinarity often means nothing more than a

willingness to use novels, poems and other cultural

artifacts as evidence or 'mood'. Socia1 history's
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uncomfortable relationship to theory has meant, Iargely, an

unwillingness to engage in debates around contemporary

social theory.75 while literature has thus been 'mined'

both for evidence and context, historians generally "see no

reason whatever to become familiar either with the work of

academics in literary and cultural areas or the cultural
practices and productions with which they deaI"76. It is
not, however, only contemporary social and critical literary
theorieE but psychoanalysi'r77, criticat geography, Ianguage

studieE indeed, virtually any discipline where it is not

possible "to 'strip-mine' or 'got'"78 for useful empirical

facts or context.

This narrow definition of interdisciplinarity is

intimately connected to the discipline's seeing its primary

task as one of collecting evidence where issues of

representation and textuality are unacknowledged and

ignored. LaCapra has referred to this model as a

'documentary' one where the

?5. Certainly Eome gocial historians - moEt notably van onselen, aundy
and Bradford have worked and elaborated specific Marxist concepts
- but generally from Marx hinself rather than with contemporary
uarxist theory let alone critiques

76. visser N, 'Towarda a Politica] Culture" in Ptetexts,2,Lr 1990, 7L.
For more around this debate gee both Pretexts, 2,L and 2r2. 1990.

77. cutting off, perhaps most critically, issues of subject-
constitution and much psychoanalytic material around racism and
colonialism. Part of why Black consciouEnegs is not taken
seriouely initially is because it ig seen to deal with issues of
Iargely paychologLcaL/ cultural importance - ie, not class
struggle. Thue writers such as Fanon and cegaire are not explored.

78. La capra D, Retiinking tntelTectual History (Ithaca, 1983), 339
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"basis of research is 'hard' fact derived
from the critical sifting of sources, and
the purpose of historiography is either to
furnish narrative accounts and 'thick
descriptions' of documented facts or to
submit the historical record to analytical
procedures of hypglhesis-formation, testing
and explanation. " t>

Similarly, the approach to sources in South African

historiography is a remarkably narrow one. While adherents

of the WHI{ may well have, like their foreign counterparts,

expanded the notion of sources enormously, they have equally

dieplayed the discipline's usual blindness to the

construction and textuality of sources. "In history", argues

De Certeau, "everything begins with the gesture of setting

asjde, of putting together, of transforming certain

classified objects into 'documenlsrn.80 This Process is a

profoundly technical one that "exiles them from practice in

order to confer upon them the status of 'abstract' objects

of knowledge. Far f,rom accepting 'data', this gesture forms

them. "81

lluch the 'same can be said of the uses of oral history.

OraI history has evinced limited methodological engagement

as La Eausse acknowledges although he suggests that South

African historians are beginning to "confront a range of

complex methodological issues... the structure of memory and

its relation to social process, narrative forms, and

conventionsi issues of representation; the role of the

La Capra, HLgtory and CritLcism, 18
De certeau, The wtLt!-ng, 72
De Certeau, The writing, 72

79.
80.
81.
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unconscious in oral history."82 While Bozzoli's recent

contribution bears t,his out to some degree, there remains a

tendency to use oral history in a way that not only suggests

its unurediated capacity to access experience, but as an

inherently radical method.

A third major area bearing the tag of oppositionality

is that of popularisation but this has been dealt with more

extensively in Chapter 2.

ConstructLng a bloodlLne

Finally, the third register that this chapter sets out

to explore is that of radical history's self-representation.

On the one hand, the WHW frequently claims that it is given

more authority by critics than is warranted. In this

regard, they argue that it consists of little more than a

small and inter-disciplinary group of between L2-L4 members

who commit themselves voluntarily to do work on conferences

and'publications. Indeed in terms of employment, the WIIW

only employs an administrator and one fuIl-time researcher.

On the other hand - and the review as a whole and the

Bozzoli and De1ius piece particularly attests to this

there is a claim to hegemony. The frequent references to

the absence of black historians suggests, however, that this

claim to dominance is a nervous one. (Here Derrida's notion

Ira Hausse P, "OraI ttietory and South African Historiang" in Radical
Htatory RevLev, ao 45/7, L990, 353

82
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of supplementarity or differance could be usefully

deployedt )

In addition, as pointed out earlier, many of the

reviews of the Rf,R special issue pointed to Bozzoli and

Delius's "very selective process of retrieval and

synthesio..." 83 What this section attempts to do, then, is
to go beyond a simple narrativisation of South African

radical historiography, in particular that offered by the

aforementioned review, to interrogating the claims that this
narrativisation implies.

Far from being a detached account, this narrativisation

is centrally concerned with the claim to hegemony and

certainly part of the outcry over the Bozzoli and Delius

piece relates to the particular meanings they have inscribed

in their account. In this regard, the way in which radical

history's development has been periodised in the narrative

is not neutral and through a series of skillful moves, many

of the criticisms that would seem to be part of the I{EW's

own history are neatly deflected onto 'other' strands.

Thus, for instance, in its re-working of radical

historiography the charge of workerism is removed, or at the

very least considerably softened, from social history's own

history and deflected onto the structuralists and one or two

other renegades who maintain a haid proletarian stance.

83. Deacon, 'Eegemony, Eesentialigm", L67
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Bozzoli and Delius thus write of the

"contradiction between the theoretical
analyses which proclaimed the death of
'race'..€Ind ...th€ social movements of L976
onward movements which lrere based in
comsrunities as weII as workplaces, which
erupted in townships as well as through
trade unions, many of which were black,
youthful and ...rdtionalist in
orientation....But the context of diverse
forms of struggle and the engagement with
oral history and the 'view from
below'...helped make it impossiblg for old
paradigms to continue unchaiged. " 8rt

What they fail to acknowledge is that this 'impossibility'
continued way through the 1980s and the theoretical and

political importance of race appears virtually for the first
time in academic South African historical studies in this
particular article.

Throughout the RHR article, BozzoLi. and Delius make a

number of similar concessions, but as in the above example,

the way in which the article is constructed - in particular
its misleading chronology - allows the WHW to claim these as

their pioneering discoveries rather than as self-criticisms.
In the process, they claim a continuity for themselves a

classic move in staking hegemony - and thus not only

maintain their own intellectual leadership role but

effectively silence the struggle over how this 'tradition'
has been constructed.

84. BozzoLL and Deliue, "Radical History", 28/9.
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Finally the hegemony that is constructed relies less on

historiographical claims than on a political claim. As

noted at the beginning of this chapter, most reviews of

radical history have been organised around the interaction

of two dominant motifs: that of exile and that of internal

political developments and it was noted that, to these, the

Bozzoli and Delius article suggested an additional and

privileged motif, that of indigenisation.

Indeed, it is in this respect that the

hietoriographical strands are delineated, 'named' and

appropriated. Of the four strands mentioned - vLz,

revisionist, structuralist, Iocalist and africanist it

should be noted that they too are not obviously and

transparentty'there'.85 This particular genealogy,

however, enables both a claim to being radical and

indigenous: in this respect, the inclusion of the

revisionists in the 'nev, milieu' not only enables the claim

to Marxist and thus radical credentials but also allows for

the dismissal of the structuralists. Similarly, it is

through the intertwining of 'africanist' and 'Iocalist' that

they are able to stakg their claim to indigenisation.

More than that it interestingly points to the extent to

which a connection with the dominated, both in theory and

tn particular, the terrr 'loca}ist' which aPpearE to etand for
'social history, ig a new one and is certainly not an obvious way

to deEcribe the social hietorians or - for that matter - the WtlW

85.
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practice, is sought in order to legitimise supposedly teft

discours€s. In this regard La Capra is instructive:

"If a certain level of culture represents
primordial reality, then it is a very short
step to the assumption that those who study
it are the 'real' historians, those who
focus on the most important things... The
result is a bizarre and vicious paradox
whereby a vicariou;t- relation to the
oppresied of the past85 serves as a pretext
for cont-emporary pretensions f or
dominancg. n 87

Finally, it is through indigenisation that the WHW

attempts to banish the persistent worry about their
whiteness; but it is precisely the persistence of this worry

that reveals their anxiety about indigenisation. This in

itself points to the distance that has been covered: from

the confident dismissal of Black Consciousness and, in

effect, a significant sector of black intellectuals, to a

reluctant admission of the 'inadequate progression' that

underlieg Evans's argument.

And, in thie case, the preeent.
La capra, History and critic!.sm, 69.

85.
87.
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BY WAI OF COI|CLUSION

As suggested in the introduction, this study has been

concerned to interrogate the politics and processes of

popular history production from the late 1970s to the mid-

1980s. In so doing, it has stressed the need to situate and

historicise these productions and their producers, rather

than seeing them aB a natural outgrowth of political work,

or as part of a long tradition of popularisation. Indeed,

it has been argued that such rePresentations of popular

history function to obEcure issues of power and

positionality - precisely those issues with which this study

has attempted to work.

In a study this short, it seems unnecessary to repeat

the main lines of argument that have been put fonrvard.

These concluding remarks Eerve, then, to pick uP on

criticisms, unresolved dilemmas and potential directions in

a fairly random way.

WhiLe the constraints of a mini-thesis have not allowed

for an elaboration of the theoretical assumptions and

approaches underlying this studyr mY use of, and to some

degree reliance on, various 'post'1 discourses should be

apparent. Given the centrality of the history/politics

I an not auggesting that post-modernism./post-etructuralism lpost-
colonial theory ig all one and the same. While I am aware of the
debates around definition this Eervea rather aE a shorthand way of
referring to a range of elements drawn from various approachee.

1
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relationship to this study, it seems appropriate then to
acknowledge the critique that ascribes an inherently
reactionary politics to such theories. AD emphasis on

heterogeneity and difference, a seemingly endless

deconstructive moder dn apparent unwillingess to effect
closure are aII seen to be the hallmarks of, at best, a

dangerous relativisn; at worst, bourgeois indulgence.

While this is obviously a large debate, and one that is
not possible to entertain in any sort of depth here, those

criticisms that impact directly on some of the positions

taken in this study will be briefly entertained. Thus, this
critique of 'post' discourses would undoubtedly suggest that
my attempts to problematise the history/politics
relationship ends up emasculating both history and politics.
In particular, the critique of history-as-Tesson is seen to

disable critical approaches, while criticisms of the unified
Irrays in which identitiea are represented, is held to lead to

atomisation and individuation, thus undermining the

potential and baee for political action.

Such critiques would seem again to arise from

approaches to knowledge that are uncomfortable with

ambiguity and that operate within sets of clear and

definable oppositions. Certainly these approaches resonate,

to a large degree, with broader political perspectives: and

the translation from the various 'post' positions to
political practice js a difficult one. However, the needs
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of intellectuals and political activists to organise their
worlds in ways that are comprehensible and act,ionable does

not necessarily mean a denial of the constructed and thus

potentially contested nature of these processes. To

continue to deny thisr ds has been argued, is to deny the

operation and exercise of power within both left
historiography and political practice.

In this regard, the criticisms of history-as-Tesson

advanced ih this study do little more than interrogate the

Iines of construction and point to the pre-eminently active
role of the historian in formulating apparently transparent

'Iessons'. To indicate this exercise of power and to point

"historiography in the direction of indiscreet questions

that must be opened within the immense movement of praxis"2

would thus hardly seem to be antithetical to critical
thought - although it may well question its meanings and

authority. Rather, it opens the possibility of enabling

self-criticism, or reflexivity, on the part of historians
and - possibly - enables those assigned to being 'the
audience' to challenge their status as the objects of

historical explanation.

Similarly, the issue of atomisation which is meant to
result from approaches that call attention to difference and

heterogeneity, is not a caII that in itself disallows

collectivity. Rather, it is an attempt to open up

2. De certeau, The Writing, 49
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questions, issues and identities that have become fixed and

naturalised. It should also be noted that tracing the lines

of domination and zones of silence within what supposedly

constitutes the dominated classes is not only the preserve

of 'post' discourses. Indeed, as suggested earlier, Marxist

analysis itself within South Africa has been quite

comfortable to do exactly this and it has pointed to the

supposed past and potential dominance of other popular

classes over the working c1ass. More pertinently, though,

to silence the differences and ways in which power is
exercised over, for example, women or rural identities in
popular and other histories in the name of some unified
national or class identity is to naturalise the fact of

oppression and to replicate it in historical explanation.

A different critique occurring largely within 'post'
diEcourses themselves is around the claim that history is
'white, western and male'. Crudely put, in terms of this
conception, history cannot be epistemologically freed from

its historicist roots and it is argued that it is precisely

this historicism that has taken one particular - Western -
path of development as universal. Moreover, with regard to

history, it has turned this path with its focus on change

into a disciplinary necessity, making the historical gaze

itself profoundly caught up in a colonising movement.

Similarly, the universal subject of both the historical
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narrative and its production is held to be the rational,
detached and gendered individual of western philosophy.

CIearIy a number of the issues raised in this study

begin to allude to this notion of history as 'white
mytholog)l'. In this regard, the critiques of 'white
mytholog"y' are imnediately relevant. These critiques begin

to suggest that, like orientalism, history as 'white
mythology' ascribes too much power to the dominant and too

little to subaltern agency. It thus has no space for what

has been referred to as 'hidden transcripts, and 'subjugated

knowledg€s.'

What thig critique of 'white mythology' enables is,
Ermong other things, a focus on the intersections and

incongruities between different ways of processing the past

and the multiple ways in which those subjected to dominant

forms of power are able to create and maintain nev, forms of

subjectivity and knowledge. At this level, it must be

acknowledged that this study has largely failed, except at
the most suggestive level, to explore the ways in which

productions of popular history have indeed intersected with
other popular history productions and/or different ways of

knowing the past. Such an exploration would, no doubt,

enable a far more nuanced and rich interpretation than that

developed here and would begin to suggest unintended

readings, different contestations and new shapes of

historical explanation.
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New dLrectlone?

There have been frequent allusions in this study to
shifts in eurphasis, beginning in the post-1985 period, but

more consistently evident from 1990 onwards. while these

ehifts are important, and have not been adequately dealt
with in thie study, the question arises as to whether they

indeed take popular history (and historiography) in new

directions or whether they remain comfortably within
conventional disciplinary frameworks. Part of the anssrer

Iiee in a broader context and the ways in which this context

impinges on or is brought into relation with popular history
production. fndeed, this context begins perhaps to question

the salience of the term 'popular history' itself.

In the post-L985 period, the boundaries and audiences

of popular history have been redrawn to include, on a

significant scale, the traditional purveyors of historical
knowledge - teachers and, more recently, those responsible

for the production of public history. While still retaining
an oppositional focus, popular history has, more and more,

set its eyes on the transformation of history in these

spheres. This process has, of course, been accelerated in
the post-1990 period, and is accompanied by a decline in
popular history within organisationsr ds policy issues and

perspectives take centre-stage.

Until now radical historiography has enjoyed a

hegemonic presence on most English-language c€rmpuses in
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South Africa. Within the political sphere, much of the

oppositional thrust has turned to issues of governance.

Similarly, hist,orians associated with radical historiography
(and, prominently, the WtsW) increasingly seek hegemony in
both educational and public history spheres. While by no

means assured, should this battle be won, the translation
from 'frontline status' to 'classroom and museun practice'
wiII be an interesting one.

Arguab1y, the shape of historical explanation will

remain largely unchallenged and it is likely to continue to
be a narrative one that incorporatesr on the one hand,

'momentg' or 'interludeg' explicating the richness of social
history'g contribution, and, on the other hand, some focus

on the production of history. While Witz and Hamilton may

well be correct in suggesting that "[the] 80s have seen...

the routing of crude white supremacist history"3 and that

this has led to "contests over the representation of the

past"4, what is less certain is the terms on which these

contests will take place. In this regard, a central thrust

of this study has been the ways in which, in even its most

radical guise, both popular and left historiography have

continued to assert disciplinary rules of evidence and

procedure. The effect of this, it has been argued, is to

reproduce an approach to history.that is not popular and,

3
4

witz and ltanilton, ,'Reaping the whirl$rind", 12
witz and Hanilton, "Reaping the whirlwind", 20
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indeed, ends up marginarising other ways of knowing the
past.

At the sane time, I would by no means exempt the kinds

of approaches used in this mini-thesis from this critique,
or even suggest that these approaches are inherently more

able to open up new possibilities and directions. writing
of post-modern history, Jenkins suggests that it is able to
"destabilise the past and fracture it, so that, in the
cracks opened up, new histories can be made.,,5 /He points
out, however, that the murtipricity of histories that such

cracks enable, apply to the dominant as well as the

marginal. In this regard, he suggests, problematising

foundationa can prove more damaging to newer historical
constructions than to those who are backed by the power of
the academy and who are steeped in the traditions of western

epistemologies.

In this regard, it is perhaps well to note that as

varieties of 'post-ist' thought seep into historiographicar
discourse in south Africa, this seepage happens precisely in
the aame institutions and/or among the kinds of
intellectuals who have formed the subject of this study.

More specifically, as suggested earlier, historical
production remains the preserve of white intellectuals.
while hietorians working in these''new' frameworks have been

keen to explore the implications of destabilising
5 Jenkins, ae-thlnking, G6
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foundational approaches to history, they have been arguably

less eager to interrogate the processes and politics
surrounding the historiographical subject ie themselves

in the "undefining of South African history as 'white

history'"6.

In thig vein, to end with De Certeau, who suggests:

"the plurality of these philosophical
subjectivities had ... the discreet effect
of retaining a singular position for
intellectuals. As questions of meaning had
been discussed among them, the clarification
of their differences of thought cane to
bestow upon the entire group a privileged
relation to ideas. None of the interference
of production, of technique, of social
constraint, of professional or political
position could bother the harmony of this
relation: a silence was the postulate of
thie epistemology ... 'Relativity' lras only
at stake within the closed perimeters of
this field. Far from calling the area into
question, relativity indeed defended it
... (and) re-inforced the 'exempted' power
belonging to the knowledgeable. A place ltas
marked 'off limits' just when the fragiTity
of what was being produced therein was
revealed."'l [Latter emphasis mine]

Jenkina, Re-thLnkLng, 20
De certeau, rhe wrLtLng, 59

5

7
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